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Nathan Shigeta
An Inked Nova

Ink on Paper

After recently discovering a new interest in astronomy, 
I couldn’t help but notice a resemblance between this 
experimental ink project and exploding stars in outer space.

Editor’s Statement

	 Creation:	the act of  combining elements together in order to bring 
something new and unique into existence. Contained within the pages of  this book are 
the results of  such creation, the embodiment of  the passion, emotion, and essence of  the 
students of  Clark College. It has been the great privilege of  this year’s Phoenix staff  to 
aid these gifted individuals in their endeavor to share their views of  life and the meaning 
of  existence. These are those who will change the world with their ability to continually 
envision different ways to reach out and touch those around them. This creation comes 
in many forms, from canvas to clay, paper to photography, welding to words. It all has a 
way of  speaking to the soul, of  reaching out and touching us in a very profound, deeply 
personal way.  In this fashion, you, yourselves, are involved in this creative process as well.  
An act of  creation is nothing without those who appreciate and give meaning to such an 
undertaking. By taking in what these students have to offer, you will be exposed to dozens 
of  new ideas and perspectives. You will be touched emotionally and deeply moved. You 
will be forever changed. This book contains the best creative talent found at Clark, and we 
invite you now to open yourselves to its influence, to come forth and partake of  the new 
and unique. We leave it in your hands.

Jessica	Astle
Literary Editor

	 Phoenix is an annual publication of  Clark College student 
art and literature. All staff  members, contributors, editors, and 
designers are current Clark College students. It is funded by the 
Associated Students of  Clark College and supported by the Art 
and English academic programs. All students enrolled in 100 level 
courses or above in the year prior to publication are eligible to 
submit work. Find out how to get involved with Phoenix	or check 
out our expanded content on the web at www.clark.edu/phoenix.

About Phoenix

	 Phoenix staff  works to ensure a fair, inclusive selection 
process that represents Clark’s diverse student body while also meet-
ing the high quality of  excellence for which Phoenix is recognized. 
The Art Selection Committee is comprised of  a group of  students 
who represent all facets of  the fine arts, chosen by Art instructors for 
their skill and knowledge. Judging is anonymous, and works selected 
for inclusion receive the greatest number of  votes. The Art Selection 
Committee looks for quality, craftsmanship, and originality in the 
pieces they choose. The Literary Selection Committee is comprised 
of  students nominated by faculty who have previous experience in 
fiction and/or poetry writing. Entries are judged anonymously on 
originality and the quality of  the writing, and effort is made to 
include a variety of  genres and writing styles. The literary pieces 
must earn a majority vote of  the Selection Committee to be 
considered for publication. Committee members who submitted 
work are asked to leave the process and the room during the voting 
on their pieces. All Clark students are strongly encouraged to submit 
art and for future editions of  Phoenix.

Regarding Selection
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Short focal lengths and macro shots are my favorite. I found this spider web inside a 
stump while on a hike. I’m inspired by little things, big things, colors, flavors, texture 
and love. Photography is a hobby of mine, and I plan on continuing my work with it.

Corrine D. Mooney 
Dew 

Digital Photography
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What is fortune? 
And what is fame? 
Can it grant love? 
Or will it bring shame? 
 
 In, out, all around 
 Tell me where we’re going? 
 Past, present, future 
 Where’s this life leading? 
 Stop, go, defer 
 Why is life confusing? 
 
Where’s that power? 
Escape from any phobia? 
Looking for eternity. 
Trying to build a Utopia. 
 
 Yield, caution, secure 
 Will skill take the next stage? 
 War, peace, dedicate  
 Can we trust any kind of sage? 
 Build, raze, redecorate. 
 Can it last in the coming age? 
 
Highway to freedom 
Signs point to redemption. 
Off ramps to delights. 
All leading to desolation 
 
 Day, dusk, night 
 If it began it will end 
 Sturdy, rust, collapse 
 Everything will degrade 
 Life, sickness, death 
 Everyone has a last breath.

Life's Meaning
by Kaela Long

Inspiration is the fall of a plum blossom petal 
Knowing when you fell in Love 
The power of a song to choke up the throat and cause the eyes to blur with tears

Enmity 
Hatred 
Sorrow 

Bereavement 
The falling of tears onto paper, smudging ink 

These, too, are inspiration 
And sometimes, the beneficent and maleficent are but 

housed on the same coin.

However,

Inspiration
by Ben Serna-Grey
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The Spring 2009 Photography II/III class hosted an underwater photography workshop 
led by Naomi Shersty. They worked with Shersty to learn the unique dynamics of specialized 
equipment and the weightless, free-flowing suspension of gravity.

Clark Photo II/III Class 
Underwater Photography 

Digital Photography Series
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E. Paul Peloquin 
Windmills 

Digital Photography

I’ve found amazing the practically overnight appearance of  wind turbines throughout the Columbia 
River Gorge in the past year, and I wanted to document the proliferation. Since I am an older art 
student and a native Northwesterner, I appreciate things that represent local history.  

Chris S. Wagner 
Pacific Tree Frog 

Digital Photography

I went down to a lower river road looking to take pictures of birds and saw this little guy catching some rays in 
a field. I wanted to convey the details of nature and all the little textures tree frogs have to offer. Photography 
and animals are two of my loves, so I put the two together and get results that make me and others happy.

Amalia R. Vacca 
Sledging

Digital Photography

I spent a day exploring a place where I go to reflect. All of the photos were meant to 
convey the sense of cleansing I feel when I am at the waterfalls and creek. I wanted 
to capture the sense of being washed away with the rapids.

Irena S. Kouian
Undisclosed 

Digital Photography

This work came alive in my Biolog y class while looking at algae through microscopes. I set the camera 
to macro, placed the camera lens up to the eyepiece of the microscope and took a few pictures. My intent 
was to portray the beauty of the unseen, what can’t be seen with the naked eye. It is my passion to 
capture unrepeatable macro images from science.
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Kelsay J. Apling 
Life & Death 

Xerox Transfer

I wanted to show the lapse in time of a flower 
both in the prime of its life and at its end. I love 
the progression of time and how things change so 
quickly. Animals and nature inspire me.  

Creating this piece challenged me as an artist. I 
consider Rococo art to be very inspiring, and I also 
feel prompted to create when I listen to certain kinds 
of music or watch certain movies.  

facing page
Deanne M. Gibson 

Michiro 
Graphite on Paper

Kelly Keigwin 
All of  Me 

Mixed Media Collage

This self-portrait is a celebration of emerging self-
discovery and contains imagery of the people, places 
and things that have made me the person I am today. 
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The fish disappears in a spray of white and gray, and the 
boy’s face falls in disappointment. 

“Don’t worry, we’ll try again.”
i watch my finger create designs in the condensation on my glass. even though 

it’s been almost a year, i can’t stand seeing the sadness in my son’s eyes. That’s not 
how i want to remember him. i wait for the static and the beginning of his seventh 
birthday. The red balloons and the Transformers cake make his stunning eyes grow 
wide in surprise. They’re blue like his mother’s. she’s there too, standing behind 
our little boy singing “happy Birthday.” When we knew she wouldn’t make it, i 
promised to do the best job i could with Ben.

i shake myself out of remembering those last mournful days with her, just in 
time for Christmas.

“You got me a bike! Can i ride it now? Can i?” Ben asks enthusiastically.
My wife quickly calls after him, “hold on a sec, Ben! You need your scarf.”
My wife looks back at me with a smile. i smile too, hoping maybe she can see it 

wherever she is. i pause the tape for a minute to study her eyes, her smile, and her 
beautiful long hair. i wipe a tear away before it reaches my chin and switch off the 
TV. Without turning, i know he’s already behind me.

“Dad, please jus–”
“No, i don’t have time for this. Just leave me alone, okay?
With that, he’s gone. he always comes when i watch these videos. Maybe he 

knows when i’m feeling lost. Without my family, i am alone. But watching my son, 
seeing his innocent face again, gives me hope. i hold strongly to the belief i’ll see 
him again someday. Alive.

i take a cab across town to the police station for my monthly meeting with 
inspector Chase. i used to go twice a week until they threatened to withhold any 
information if i continued to disturb them. That didn’t matter now; i took a lot of 
time to investigate on my own. They never told me i wasn’t allowed, and i wasn’t 
about to ask.

stepping out of the car, i am instantly bombarded with the chill of fall. folding 
my arms tightly across my chest, i set off for the station. Leaves skitter across my 
path, vibrant reds and yellows standing out against the bleak gray of the city. impa-
tiently, i wait at a crosswalk where a mother holds onto her daughter. The girl looks 
on the verge of tears, eagerly looking back at the park they just left. i bend down 
and hand her a beautiful crimson leaf as the light on the crosswalk flashes. A smile 
breaks across her face, and she waves good-bye, her small hand clutching the leaf. 
her mother gives me an angry look and drags the girl off in the opposite direction. 
At least i made her smile.

“i’m sorry, Mr. Brooks,” inspector Chase says as he greets me. “We haven’t 
been able to find anything since five months ago. The trail only seems to be getting 
colder, but i know that won’t hold you back.”

“Of course not,” i say, smiling faintly for his benefit. “Just let me know if any-
thing else turns up.”

i get up from the chair in front of his desk, retrieve my coat and head for the 
door. he calls me back before i can twist the knob.

“sir, i know things are hard. i see this all the time. Just call me if you need any-
thing, okay?”

Concern is written deeply in his furrowed brow, and i know he really means it. 
All my late night drinking must be showing, not to mention my inability to make 
myself shave regularly.

“No need to worry about me; just stay focused on finding my son. That’s how 
you’ll help me the most.” i turn again to the door and pull it open. “Thank you.” i 
let the door close silently behind me and head for the double doors at the entrance.

“see you next month, Mr. Brooks!” says the always cheerful security guard, giv-
ing his usual farewell. i smile at him and wave before descending the stairs onto the 
crowded streets. i know he and the rest of the guards like to mock me. i can see it in 
their eyes every time i come and go. They think i should give up. But i can’t.

i buy a cup of crappy coffee from the street vendor outside of the park. There’s 
a starbucks across the street, but the idea of supporting a store that devours almost 
every other coffee shops’ customers makes me sick. i was never one for conformity.

i set out on the trails of the park, making the occasional exchange of “hey 
there” and “how do you do?” with strangers i’ll never see again. i can see that 
most of the trees are already barren, leaving the trail carpeted with several layers 
of leaves, the ones on top still colorful, still alive. The ones underneath fade, darker 
and darker until they’re just a pile of brown muck. Dead. i tremble as a shiver runs 
down my spine and i find my usual bench.

i hold the coffee in my cold hands and let the steam rise into my face. Closing my 
eyes, i breathe in the smell of burned coffee beans and the old cigarettes littering the 
ground. i let my eyes fall open. The lake looks darker. Ben and i used to come here 
to feed the ducks in the summer. We even came here just to talk, here on this bench. 
This is where he disappeared.

Almost exactly a year ago, we were here talking about Mom. he “ran away from 
home” after she died. i couldn’t talk to him about it. i didn’t know how. i found him 
within a few hours, lying on this bench, sobbing. she had been diagnosed with can-
cer the year before, and all i could do was sit there and watch the woman i loved fall 
to pieces. Who would have guessed i would break, too? i feel that old conversation 
slowly come back to me.

“Why is she gone? Why did she have to die?” Ben’s blue eyes were bloodshot and 
tears streamed down his face.

“i don’t know, okay? i just don’t, i don’t know,” i said, unable to explain my own 
frustration, my own sadness. i held back the tears, angry i could not be strong for 
my son when he needed it most.

“she’s gone, and there’s nothing we can do about it.” Angry, i stood up and 
walked away from Ben, leaving him on the bench alone.

“What do you mean?” Ben followed me. “We can do something. We have to do 
something. You can bring her back.” his crying grew louder, his voice more hysteri-
cal. i fell to my knees, no longer able to restrain the flood of emotions. i cried and 
cried while my son yelled at me to bring his mother back.

Now, i look to the very spot where i collapsed. i imagine the pool of tears my 
son and i left here that night. After hitting me, Ben fell beside me, finally silent. 
But, i remember this spot for an altogether different reason. it is the last place i saw 
my ten year-old son.

After my emotions took hold of me that night, i was at their mercy. it was not 
until the early hours of the following morning that i came out of my stupor. An offi-
cer patrolling the park nudged me back to life, telling me to leave. My belt was miss-
ing and my body was stiff with the autumn cold. Realizing i was still in the park, i 
looked around for Ben. When he was nowhere in sight, i grew frantic, scrambling 
over the area and asking strangers if they had seen a little boy in a blue jacket. he 
was gone. Almost a year now.

i come here as much as i can, hoping to find anything that can lead me to Ben. i 
take a sip of coffee, trying to quell the coldness of the day and my thoughts. A crow 

Ben
by Stephanie Fulmer
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flies overhead, sending guttural screeches echoing off the trees on the opposite 
shore of the lake. The sound is haunting.

i catch a glimpse of blue out of the corner of my eye. instantly, i’m angry. Before 
he can speak, i turn on him.

“Why are you here? You don’t need to follow me everywhere, you know.”
“But Dad, i–”
“No, you need to go home. Now! i need to be alone.” i pick myself up off the 

bench and march away from him.
“Dad, i don’t want you to be sad anymore. You don’t need to be here!”
i keep my back to him. “But i do! i need answers, okay?”
“You shouldn’t have to remember such horrible things.”
“Okay?” i wait for his response. When i receive none, i know he’s gone. i let 

the strain in my arms go, trying to relax my stiff body. Why did he keep doing this 
to me? i throw the cold coffee into a wastebasket and follow the trail home. Once i 
reach the street, i stop and turn towards the lake again. Through the skeletal trees, 
i can make out the faint blue waves of the lake. something about it gives me an omi-
nous feeling.

When i enter the empty house, i set about microwaving another gourmet din-
ner. stopping to think about it, i don’t remember having anything other than cof-
fee today. Within five minutes, i’m scarfing down lasagna and some weird tasting 
greens. i sit down in my study, hoping to catch up on some bills and paperwork. My 
boss has been generous about the whole ordeal. i do most of my work from home, 
but i don’t know how much longer this leniency will last. After an hour of filing, i 
can’t keep my thoughts straight.

All i can think about is the lake. All i can see is my son. i want him back, so 
much more than i’ve ever wanted anything in my life. i promised to keep him safe, 
and i can’t bear to go back on my word. it will be the end of me. i push my chair 
back from my paper-littered desk and stand. i stretch my arms out in front of me, 
trying to get rid of the soreness in my back.

suddenly, i feel as if i need to be there. i force myself up the long staircase to the 
left, instead of right. i find myself in front of his room. Leaving the hesitation of 
months behind, i open the door.

his room is orderly and precise. The shelves of toys and books are clean and 
straight, and his floor is clear. even the bed is made. i would not have been sur-
prised to walk in and find him asleep under those covers. The thin layer of dust cov-
ering everything is the only indication that no one has been here for a while.

i pick up his Teddy bear from the pillow, brushing the dust from the golden fur. 
he slept with it every night. i bring it to my chest, holding it close as my sorrow 
pulls at my tear ducts. i lean my head down to brush my nose with its softness and 
inhale its scent. And then he is there. in that one smell, in that one intake of breath, 
i am suddenly reliving memories with him. The time he broke his arm, the time he 
stepped on a nail, the first pet he ever had, the first time…

i feel the tears flowing, falling in silent patters on the floor that disturb the 
dust. Good, i think. This dust doesn’t need to be here anymore. i latch onto that 
idea, suddenly brushing anything within reach to get the stain of the past year off 
of them. i’m moving faster and faster until my hand brushes against a frame and 
it crashes to the floor. i bend to pick it up, and he’s staring back at me. My lower lip 
trembles, and my legs give out on me. i fall onto the bed, clutching his picture to my 
heart.

“Dad, you don’t need to be here,” Ben calls out to me silently.
“i need to be here.”
“No you don’t.”
i open my eyes to see him in the doorway. “i want to be near you, though. i 

just need to find you. Don’t you understand?” i’m suddenly feeling uncomfortable 
under his stare. i always saw only sadness in his eyes. That’s why i couldn’t bear to 
look. But now i see pity.

“You say you need to find me, but haven’t you already?” his face is wet.
“i don’t know what you mean.” i turn onto my back so i don’t need to see his 

face anymore. i can’t stand it.
“You do, Dad. You do.”
i turn to look, but he’s no longer there. The ground where he stood is wet. i rub 

my eyes, closing them to the insanity. he wasn’t there. he never was.
i can’t fall asleep. i brought his Teddy into my room with me to sleep. i was able 

to convince myself earlier not to drink. every once in a while i can hold back. i 
don’t know about tomorrow, though. i’ve been seeing him more and more lately. i 
take that as a sign i’m breaking even more.

The great trees outside are swaying back and forth in the wind that only seems 
to be getting stronger. The air in the room grows colder. i toss and turn, entangling 
myself in the sheets. i feel eyes on me and sit bolt upright, clutching the bear in fear 
as a little boy would. There’s a form in the corner of my room, a shadow deeper than 

the shadows around it. it steps towards me, and i scramble for the drawer next to 
me. Within seconds, i have the gun pointed at the shape, trying to keep my hands 
steady.

“Who are you? What do you want?”
“i just came to tell you where your son is.”
The air catches in my throat. i’m sweating now, causing my clothes to cling to 

my body. The chill of minutes before was gone.
“Where is he? how do you know where he is?”
A ruthless cackle escapes the darkness. “Because i’m the one who took him.”
My finger is pulling the trigger before i realize it.
i wake up with a start. i roll over and fall to the ground, still trapped by the 

sheets. i push them away and stand quickly to look for the shadow, but it’s not there. 
frantically, i open the drawer and find that the gun is still hidden beneath several 
books.

i let out a sigh. My heart slows as it catches up with my mind. i know what i 
must do now. i change quickly, pulling out my heavy duffel coat and some sweats. i 
stuff the gun into my pocket. My mind is already made up.

i found the clue i was looking for. My son doesn’t want me there. i know i can 
find him, though, and maybe the monster that killed him. i grab a flashlight from 
the tool drawer in my office, and within minutes, i’m locking the house behind me. 
The air is freezing. i puff out some air in the light of the flashlight, watching the 
tendrils float away into the night. i’m just trying to distract myself, but i know i’m 
more scared than i have ever been in my life.

Before i know it, i’m standing on the small dock of the lake. i don’t know what 
i was hoping for. The violent wind causes the dock to sway back and forth, creating 
ripples on the water. if only my dream had given me a face. i feel deep hunger for 
the knowledge i can’t quite reach. i know now that, more than anything, i want the 
man that took my son. i want the satisfaction of killing him myself.

he’s here again. i turn and see him a few feet from me, looking out at the water.
“Why are you doing this, Dad?”
“Because i want you back.” i look into the water, away from him.
“Like i wanted Mom back? i know it can’t happen, and so do you.”
i wait to regain my voice. “Don’t say something like that. You’re alive, and i’m 

going to find you.”
“Dad…”

“Where is he? How do you know where he is?”
A ruthless cackle escapes the darkness. 

“Because I’m the one who took him.”
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Craig W. Gagner
Cape Disappointment Lighthouse 

Van Dyke Print on Watercolor Paper

I’m inspired by the beauty of nature and hope to inspire others to enjoy the same.
I hope to share a moment in time with others who are like-minded and will
appreciate the splendor that nature, or human with nature, can offer to the world.  

When he grows silent, i turn to him again. i see him shake his head and try to 
force this away from me. “No.” he looks into the water intently, looking at some-
thing hidden deep within that i cannot see. And then i know.

i tear off my clothes, ripping the coat off and throwing it onto the damp wood 
of the dock. The morning rays are beginning to break through the mist lying on the 
lake.

“Dad, please don’t do this. We can go home. We can go. Just stop!”
i turn one last time to him, hoping to prove him wrong, hoping to prove to my-

self it is all in my head. i dive.
i instantly come back to the surface and gasp for air, not prepared for the numb-

ness that quickly spreads through my body. i see my son, calling me back to the 
dock. But i turn and dive once more. i don’t know where i’m going. it’s not a deep 
lake, but the early morning light makes everything barely perceptible.

i reach the bottom, kicking up dirt and grime. i find nothing. Warmth seeps 
into my chest as i begin to swim upwards again. he isn’t here. he’s still alive. i turn 
to look below me one last time, and my heart scatters.

There is his blue jacket. i choke as i let water into my lungs, and suddenly my 
legs are kicking with all their might to get me to the surface. i pull myself onto the 
dock, regurgitating the coarse green lake water and everything else in my stomach. 
i’m on my hands and knees, gasping for air. i fall to my side, laying in my own puke 
as the winds of fall cut through me like knives.

everything is numb. My body, my mind, my heart. i roll onto my back and open 
my eyes to find my son looking down at me.

“i told you not to go.”
“You did,” i manage to reply.
“Why did you?”
“i had to.”
“But now you know.”
A burst of determination floods my veins. i sit up and scramble for the gun in 

my pocket. i make myself stand, clenching the gun in my angry hands. That mur-
derer is here.

“Dad, what are you doing?”
“i need to kill him! he took you. he took you!”
i am pointing the gun at him now, the man that caused me so much torment. i 

want him to suffer.
“Dad, stop it! it’s not his fault. he didn’t mean to. he didn’t!”
“What are you talking about?” i look over at Ben in confusion.
“he didn’t–you didn’t mean to.” he is crying now, standing in his soaked blue 

jacket. he pulls out a soaking, moldy belt from behind his back and drops it on the 
dock at my feet.

i look from my slimy belt to the gun pointed at my chest. everything goes silent; 
even the fierce winds around me are quelled. i fall to my knees and drop the gun. it 
slides across the dock and tumbles over the edge to sink to my son’s grave.

“i–i’m sorry, Ben. i’m so sorry!” The truth is ripping into me, twisting my in-
sides. My body wracks with sobs, trembling from the cold and the grief. i bury my 
face in my hands.

i feel a warm hand on my shoulder. i turn to look up at my son, into his in-
nocent blue eyes. “i know, Dad. i forgive you.” for the first time in months, he 
smiles. he turns and walks down the dock away from me. he starts to fade. Turning 
around, he waves and says, “Bye, i love you, Dad.”

he’s gone now. i am left with the wind battering my cold naked body. i am left 
with my sins. i rustle through my jacket and find the phone. i force my frozen fin-
gers to dial, and in two rings i reach inspector Chase.

“it’s me. i found my son. i found Ben.” ❧ L
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Jon T. Cruz
Andy’s Haus

Digital Photograph

The last two years I have continued to shoot bands but 
have broadened my subjects to flowers, portraits, and still 
life. I like to capture life and the moment it happens.

Heather Hoppe 
Horizontal Plain of View 

facing page Vacant
Digital Photography Series

I was inspired by this musician’s cold gray eyes. All the images in this 
series have a blueish-gray tone to play up those striking features. I am 
inspired by artists who push the limits with their art, creating works 
that half my viewers love and half hate. 
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Amanda Lynn Deal 
Love Lives; Life Decays 

Ceramic

Most of the time, the human and animal figures I make look 
cartoonish, but for this piece, I incorporated all I learned from 
figure drawing and anatomy to make them as real, yet simple and 
elegant, as possible. 

Hilliary Rose Dawson 
Sunken Treasure 

Digital Illustration

I created this piece because I wanted to play with lighting 
and textures. I’m inspired by Disney and hope to work 
for that company in the future.

This piece was an experiment on tonal values, created from a monochromatic 
color scheme that I translated into grayscale. Everything inspires me, whether 
music, art, nature, or the look on someone’s face. 

Shannon Prichard 
Stuck in the Clouds 

Acrylic on Bristol

Audrey A. Carson
Le Luna

Acrylic on Canvas

I wanted to create a smaller work that glows in the dark to capture the 
beauty of the moon. I’m inspired to create by the night sky, emotion, 
unlimited joy, unconditional love, and the beauty of a shining promise.
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Druids once lived here.  They used to lend their knowledge to the world, until one day they 
just vanished.  There was no trace of where they had gone; only their books and scrolls were 
left behind.  No one could figure out why they left, and it was at the worst moment, for this 

was in a time where their experience, magic, and wisdom could have stopped Count Vonkash’s advance.  
instead, they fled.  Or so it was believed. 

Throughout the land, their empty castles and libraries were pillaged and taken under the hand of 
moss, vines, and trees until only one remained.  This lonely library was left untouched by corrupt hu-
man or animal minds.  Only the rushing water could harm this place.  it was peculiar a library could 
have survived through all this time.  Yet, here it was, hanging from the cliff of the waterfall, standing in 
the middle of a river.  A small courtyard rested on a small piece of land, overhanging the roar of the falls. 

in its prime, thin, circular steel pans held glowing flames to lead the way across the bridges meet-
ing the library in the center.  The stonework was elaborate and detailed, with carvings in the rich wood 
columns holding up a thin fabric roof.  The pillars supporting the bridge went through the treacherous 
water and connected with the ground below.  The Druids kept the pillars unharmed with a small magi-
cal shield, causing the river to go around them. 

The library itself was built more like a cathedral, with stained-glass windows holding every color 
imaginable.  When the sun set behind the library, it cast an elegant orange glow upon the water.  This 
place was never thought of as dreary or boring.  Not because of the knowledge one could gain within, but 
because of the view.  Beyond the waterfall lay a valley that moved along with the flow of the river.  Mas-
sive trees created a thick canopy of green leaves over the forest floor.  in the spring, the trees bloomed with 
pink, red, and white blossoms.  standing at the edge of the library courtyard felt like floating above clouds. 

Beyond this valley, mountains towered in the distance, covered year-round with snow.  On a clear 
day, one could almost look over the mountains into the mysterious land beyond.  No one had ever ven-
tured to this land and returned.  Rumors circulated that the travelers who crossed over the Langulish 
Mountains found a land full of prosperity and never thought to return.  On the other hand, people be-
lieved the fools who attempted this feat became lost in the hundreds of paths and faced their own sins.

 Crossing over to the library was now a challenge.  The protective spells no longer existed, 
causing sections of the bridge to fall over the edge.  The once calm winds had turned harsh and 

violent, ripping the thin canvas.  Walking toward the library from the north bridge, a figure 
dressed in black garments made her way through the cold morning.  fog still held the build-

ing in captivity, keeping her vision limited.  she could see three steps ahead of her, but it 
was still not clear.  To make things worse, the stones crumbled at her feet, forcing her to 

move quickly.  she was halfway across the bridge before she paused in a 
sturdy place to catch her breath. 

  A falcon watched this woman struggle across with little inter-
est.  Many attempted to reach the last place of the Druids, but all 

had failed by his watchful eye.  she was already weak from travel, 
and though it must have been rough, this new part of her journey 
would be the hardest.  The stones could hardly carry his own 
weight, except at a few points like the one where she rested.  Turn-
ing his head to the east, he watched the sun rise over the fog.  There 
were still a couple of hours before it would burn off. 

he glanced back over to where the woman had stood.  Quickly, 
he scanned the rest of the bridge, but the fog hovering over it was 
too thick.  The falcon panicked, falling off of the tower, bringing 
his wings close against him and diving through the fog.  Below the 
haze, the library was as clear as day.  A thin barrier kept the fog out 
of the library so the books would remain safe from its harm.  it was 

all the magic the falcon could 
spare.  he had spent too much 
time here, compared to the 
others.  But no one had come 
to replace him.  Why haven’t 
they come?  What is taking so 
long? As he got closer to the 

stonework, he spread his wings to slow his decent.  Gradually, he released the spell that kept him in this 
form.  his claws grew longer and formed into feet, and the rest of his body followed the transformation.  
he hit the ground hard, pain jolting up from his legs.  There was still work to be done on his landings.  he 
let out a scream, sounding like a falcon before the voice turned human.  The sound echoed through the 
fog, bouncing back to him in a forgotten noise. 

The wind cold against his bare body, he stumbled over to a small wooden door, hurriedly pulling out 
black clothing. his fingers wouldn’t cooperate with him, and it took a few minutes to get dressed.  The 
sound of a door’s opening made him forget about the second boot, the first one not pulled up all the way.  
forcing his foot down the rest of it, he got up and rushed to the creaking door.  This can’t be happening.  
No one has ever made it across the bridge!

The main door to the library hung open with the mist sneaking inside.  Angrily, he ran inside, slam-
ming the door behind him.  his momentum made him run into a shelf immediately in front of the door.  
Books fell from the shelves, their delicate spines breaking.  forgetting about the intruder, he cursed at 
himself and picked up the books.  he dusted them off and gently put them back on their shelves in order.  
The books with the broken spines he placed on a table behind him.  he ran his fingers over the covers of 
the books, and then headed down through the library.

he stopped behind a bookcase, watching the woman carefully.  she had pulled multiple books off 
the shelves and laid them across the table.  The sun had finally broken through the fog, letting light 
filter through the stained glass windows.  The colors danced across the table in blues, greens, and reds, 
giving the woman just enough light to read the 
cramped writings.  she handled the pages with 
care, taking her time to turn them.  he let out 
a quiet breath in relief.  she wasn’t the normal 
hunter for knowledge.  he took a step forward, 
but paused, staring at her neck.  A light blue glit-
tered from a pendant on her necklace.  it could 
have been a symbol of a God, but he had never 
heard of a God or Goddess with a blue symbol.  Not from the light, or the dark. 

Closing his eyes, he probed her mind, searching for her mission.  it must be very important for her to 
have braved the bridge.  his expression changed to a scowl as he came up with nothing.  she was a very 
private person, and strong in her magic.  There was much power in her, which was unusual for a human.  
Reopening his eyes, he approached the woman, walking silently up behind her.  she appeared not to 
notice his presence until his shadow fell upon the pages.  Like a flash of light, she stood and faced him, 
putting a knife to his neck.  he froze, shock filling his eyes.  she studied him silently, pressing the knife 
against him, drawing blood.

“speak, you little runt.  Tell me what you planned to gain from following me,” the woman spoke 
quietly, the words forced from her mouth.  he simply looked back at her, calming down after her initial 
movement.

“You are the one trespassing, Miss Lanae, or Night Whisperer, whichever one you prefer to be called.”  
he waited for her response, gently moving her hand down from his throat. 

she looked at him curiously, and let a smile appear on her face, putting the knife back in her robes.  
“You’re a Druid.  i thought they all deserted us.”  Lanae turned back to her books, sitting down in the 
chair.

he glanced at the books on her table and frowned.  Why is she reading about old mythology?  Picking 
up a book, he read the title and finally understood.  This was not a good thing to be getting into.  The Blue 
sparrow was not a symbol of any side; it had its own.  he started to pick up the books, quickly putting 
them back on their shelves. 

The woman managed to grab one back, the rest in his arms falling to the floor.  “i’m reading that,” she said.  he 
winced as the books fell, but held onto the book she held, trying to rip it out of her grasp.  she insisted on 
keeping it and stood up, glaring at him.  

“Druids and their books,” she said.  
he let the book slide out of his hands, staring at her.  “Why can’t you let me read and discover what the 

symbol means?”  
she paused, studying him.  “You know what it is.  Don’t you?”  silence filled the library, with the two 

figures watching each other, waiting to see who would make the first move. 

Chapter Two; Alive by Nicole  Stanley

Many attempted to reach the last 
place of the Druids, but all had 
failed by his watchful eye.

To Be Fo nd
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faded in background
Nathan Shigeta

Ancient Alphabet 
Ink on Paper

This set of shapes was designed as a response to an invented 
shape project in my Two-Dimensional Design class. The 
shapes are reminiscent of old pictographic symbols you might 
find in books from the ancient world.

The light shifted and settled on the woman’s face.  her black hair curled around her face, ending at 
her shoulders.  A few strands lay over her right eye, covering an old scar coming down from her forehead 
and around her eye.  he was envious of her beauty.  she could go anywhere she pleased and be accepted, 
no matter what she did or said.  he could not.  Not because of his race, but his looks.  he didn’t consider 
himself handsome or ugly, just plain.  he had tousled brown hair with accompanying brown eyes, a 
straight nose and a thin mouth.  Plain. 

When the light moved from her face, he finally spoke.  “i know of it, but not much. however, i do 
know that these books will not help you.  The ones that contain the information you seek are lost.  Now 
leave this place, human.”  he spoke with all the authority he could muster.

“Not until you tell me what you know.”  she crossed her arms, planting her feet. 
Obviously, he wasn’t good at this ordering position.  he sighed and sat down at the opposite side of 

the table.  The sooner he told her what little information he had, the sooner she would go.  he took a deep 
breath before he began. 

“There is not much written about the Blue sparrow symbol.  Not much that is reliable.  All there is to 
work with is rumors.  A town near the mountains started this myth before Count Vonkash’s rampage on this 
land.”  he paused, watching the woman pace back and forth, listening intently to him.  A small smile played 
on his lips.  “The people of this town spoke of a Blue sparrow symbol worn by a small girl.  Most pendants 
have a meaning attached to them, but this blue sparrow was entirely new; so, it was easily forgotten.

“After Count Vonkash burned down the first city, this town quickly searched for this little girl and 
her necklace.  Both had vanished.  since then, the symbol has never returned. few know the truth about 
this symbol, and fewer know where it originated.  Perhaps this town can give you more information.  
This is all that i have to offer you, human.”  he attempted a warning line again to see if she would actu-
ally leave this time.  Again, it only brought more resistance from her.  Abruptly, she stopped pacing and 
muttered to herself under her breath, oblivious to what he had just said. 

he attempted to probe her mind once again, searching for a weakness to make her leave, but all he 
received was a glare.  

“stay out of my mind.”  With that, she spun around and grabbed a random book from the shelf.  
he quickly straightened in his chair, observing her every move.  “so tell me, Druid.  Why are you 

still here?”  
she flipped through the book needlessly, her back still to him.
he tensed at the question, looking away.  Of all the questions, why must she ask this?  Tension built 

between them, the library’s vibrating with it.  “i am here because i must be.  But now it is your turn to tell 
me something.”  standing, he lowered his voice, creating a dangerous tone.  “Are you wearing the Blue 
sparrow pendant?”  Dhovain studied her, waiting for an answer.  None came.  he repeated the question 
and stood up, moving behind her.  The book she held was about Mount Branlus and its Dragon Lords.  he 
found it curious she would choose this book with which to avoid the question.  The Dragon Lords knew 
more about history than the Druids themselves, being the Druids’ teachers.

The colored lights from the stained glass moved to her face once more, highlighting her scar, which 
seemed to give off its own soft blue light.  Before he could give it any more thought, Lanae shoved the 
closed book into his chest.

“i am here because i must be as well.”  she smiled.  “Just because i am here doesn’t mean i must be 
wearing it.  Nor does it mean that i have seen it.  for all you know, i could just be curious about old his-
tory.”  she paused, taking the book back from him.  “isn’t that how Druids came to know everything they 
do now?”

he blinked at the turn around.  “Yes, but are–”
“Useless question to ask.”  she moved out of the light, placing the Mount Branlus book on the desk 

with the others.
his heart dropped again as her face moved away from him, but he hurriedly shook it off.  This was no 

time to daydream about someone he did not want to have.  Through all the years, he had not failed in his 
task.  Keep everyone away from the library.  it had been easy, for no one attempted to cross the decaying 
bridge until now, when this woman came along, creating all sorts of trouble for him.  But after six 
years, coming into contact with another being was a relief to him.

Dhovain let out a sigh and stepped away from the table.  “You may stay here one night.  But 
at dawn, you must be gone.”

A quiet laugh escaped her perfectly shaped lips.  she nodded and sat back down at the 
table, waving her hand for him to leave.  he shook his head at himself for giving in to her 
wishes.  Dhovain had not had to use his own thoughts and words to solve anything for 
the four years he was in falcon form.  The shock of becoming human again made his 
body ache.  he gave her one last look before leaving her to her studies.

Andrew W. Jans
House of  God 

Digital Art

I was working with architectural elements for 
Design class and found some interesting church 
interiors, which I turned into this print.
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Amanda Lynn Deal  
Earth, Wind, Water, Fire, Tea

Ceramics

I love the elements, and I wanted to incorporate them into my teapot project in a significant and 
symbolic way, showing the connection between them all and how they come together to make a whole.  
Nature and the power of love to overcome are my biggest inspirations. 

Janie Black
Sound
Ceramics

Music is my usual medium and inspired me to create this piece. I wanted to 
express the power of audible sound in a medium other than how it is usually 
expressed. I wanted to convey the different ways in which sound can be used.

Kelly Keigwin 
Woman 

Mixed Media on recycled/found objects

This piece is both a feminist and personal statement, as I am a woman 
and carry with me all that it entails: the history, expectations, behaviors, 
discrimination, and celebration.

Alyssa Willard
Rain Drop 

Ceramics

The project was to create a sculpture with the 
theme of either “material world” or “from 
beginning to end.” The images are contained 
within the raindrop to show how little of the 
natural world is left.

Kaitlynn Wickersham
One of Me

Ceramics

I wanted to show that human 
beings are not black and white. 
We have more than just the face 
we show to others.
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Riley Eoff  
Two Brothers 

Mixed Media Ceramic

I created this piece just for fun to convey 
everyday life. I’ll do art until the day I die, 
but I have no specific plans for the future.

facing page
Wind Dancer 

Mixed Media Ceramic

I created this piece to challenge myself. 
I wanted to see if I could build a woman, 
and this was my first attempt.
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Kimberly Kurzendoerfer 
Yarn Techniques

Hand Spun Wool

I created these yarns to experiment with various techniques.  All these yarns started out as dirty fleeces before they 
were transformed through cleaning and dyeing.  I’ve been spinning yarn for over ten years, and I can’t imagine not 
working in this medium. I would like to be a full-time fiber artist in the future, making a living from my creations.

facing page
Jason S. Curl

Waiting
Digital Photography

I have been obsessed with learning how to use artificial light in my photography, 
and I have several friends willing to pose for my search to understand the 
unnatural.  I wanted this woman to look as if she waits for someone to call her on 
the phone; I hope the viewer comes up with her or his own reason why.

Kimberly Kurzendoerfer 
Symphony

Hand Spun Wool

This shawl was created by hand-blending four shades of purple wool 
and a black wool, along with some nylon sparkle.  After spinning the 
yarn, I knit the shawl from a pattern.
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Figure 8 to Progress
	 	

Audrey A. Carson
Portrait 

Charcoal on Paper

I love drawing dancers with charcoal. When creating this 
image, I tried to capture the beauty of the moment with 
soft, flowing lines. Innocent beauty inspires me to create.

Paige Mitchell 
above Fly below Free

Ink on Bristol Board

While listening to music, I created simple pieces using lines in a nonobjective 
way.  I intended it to have a sense of movement, combining lines that are sharp 
and clean with more curved, organic, flowing lines.  

With my privileged and detached eyes
High up behind a window
I peer down on the campus and, 
as if a noble to his people,
I can see the world as they can't.

Stone trails stamped into the earth
A structure which creates a route 
That students must walk every day
These elongated paths
waste precious time;
so very unproductive,
they weave in and out of the
immaculate landscaped centrepiece
all for the sake of my view.

Alas, they did not pave the trail;
‘twas the pavers who, upon orders,
paved the pretty and unpractical route 
and whoever
in protest
shaves seconds
cuts though
gets ahead
must be deviant
outcasts of normality
snivelling nomads who
are so unconnected to society
(The respectable-upright gear grinders)
that their presence is unwelcomed.

Eye contact is avoided.
Idea is suppressed, 
and all because the trails
were paved there.
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Anne Baghdanov
Beach

Digital Photography

I’ve always thought that, on most days, if I hovered over the Pacific Northwest coast, I wouldn’t see it. 
Nature and inanimate objects inspire me to take photos. I like them because, even if I forget something, a 
photo will always be there to remind me.

Shannon Prichard
Drip, Drop, Repeat

Digital Photography

This was an experiment with freezing fast action. I wanted to capture the delicate, soft nature 
of water, which is lost when it is moving at such a fast momentum out of the faucet. Everything 
inspires me, whether music, art, nature, or the look on someone’s face.  

This image was an exploration into surreal and conceptual photography. The idea of soaring through the 
skies with an umbrella is reminiscent of children’s stories such as Mary Poppins and has a very whimsical 
feel. The tones in the photo were inspired by the images of Robert and Shana ParkeHarrison. 

Heather Hoppe 
Incandescent Memory

Digital Photography
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Ryan Brouwer 
I, Reflect 

Digital Photography

Sometimes I take photographs where no real meaning is known or intended 
before shooting them. I just find a scene I find interesting to gaze upon, and hope 
others will feel the same way while viewing it. This is one of those photographs.

Ryan Brouwer 
You Look How I Feel 

Digital Photography

Taken on a trip to the zoo, this photo is a reminder that everyone has a day now and again when one 
feels like a hippo’s ass. The black and white tones enhance the textures and folds of the hippo’s skin in 
a way that creates an interesting abstract composition.

Clark Two-Dimensional Design Class
Road Signs

Cut Paper

Instructor Avantika Bawa set a goal for her students to portray the 
expressive power of shape through emphasis and economy in fictitious road 
signs.  Shown here are four favorites from the exercise.
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it was their first child. As they gazed upon their new-
born son, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson knew nothing in the 
universe could ever surpass this baby boy in sheer 

beauty. What in heaven or on earth could be more perfect 
than little William? About three more of him, they quickly 
decided. so, once out of the hospital, the new parents im-
mediately made their way over to the cloning counter at their 
local supermarket. Pointing out the fantastic deal that day if 
you made a bulk purchase, the nice commissioned salesman 
immediately convinced the Johnsons thirteen additional 
Williams would certainly be even better. After the normal 
two-hour wait, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson strolled out, pushing a 
cart with fourteen identical tiny angels stacked and squirm-
ing within. Neither of them could have felt happier, and both 
were sure the feeling would last forever. The feeling lasted 
right up until that night. The euphoria slipped away, and 

they mentally sobered up; amid the discontented wails of 
fourteen identical tiny demons, they wondered whether they 
could get some sort of a refund.

Waking up in the large, cramped, communal bedroom 
eighteen years later, William 9 pondered, as he had often 
pondered, what might have happened if his parents had re-
acted more lucidly to the birth of their son. his name derived 
from the fact he was allegedly the ninth clone of the original 
William Johnson. in reality, he might very well have been 
the original himself. They had been shuffled around so much 
when they were babies, nobody knew who was who anymore. 
Not that it mattered, William 9 reflected glumly. it was hard 
enough to be worth something in this life, to differentiate 

yourself from the masses, if you weren’t a clone. in his case, 
as in the cases of all like him, it was impossible. if a cement 
truck ran him over tomorrow (he vaguely wondered whether 
there even were any cement trucks anymore), nobody would 
care. After all, there were thirteen other Williams; the John-
son family had plenty of spares.

To differentiate William 9 from his “brothers” would be 
an impossible task. All were copies of the same person, and 
even the identity of the original was not absolutely certain. 
They all had the same pale complexion, same masses of black, 
curly hair, and the same bright pink eyes covered in contacts 
which made them look a light shade of red. (There had been 
some genetic modification to the original William before he 
was born; it was theorized Mrs. Johnson wanted him incapa-
ble of forgetting the fact she’d really wanted a girl). They even 
sported the same small mouths usually downturned. They all 
got depressed easily. There was only one thing which distin-
guished this particular William in any way whatsoever, and 
that was Muffin 13.

Mr. and Mrs. Johnson decided a year or two ago, as a 
birthday gift, to get the Williams a cat. Of course, they 
didn’t want to buy fourteen different cats. They found a 
much cheaper alternative in buying a cat named Muffin and 
cloning it thirteen times. William 9 ended up with Muffin 
13 at random. The cat was not any happier with his identi-
cal nature than his new owner was with his and went to an 
astounding length to prove he was different than the other 
Muffins. To wit, he had meandered out into the almost en-
tirely disused old road that ran by the Johnson house and 
gotten himself run over by a nut who drove, of all things, an 
antique cement truck. William 9 was devastated, but quickly 
took steps to remedy the situation. Cryogenically preserv-
ing Muffin in the freezer before the cat became too deceased, 
he took the body down to the ethically Questionable sci-
ences facility some weeks later and, for a modest fee, had 
his beloved pet brought back among the living via a highly 
questionable procedure which involved shooting massive 
amounts of electricity through the feline’s not-quite-dead 
brain. Rumor had it all the technicians down there were dog 
people. in the final count, it didn’t really matter since Muf-
fin ended up alive and well. The cat was even one-of-a-kind 
now, William 9 reasoned later, because Muffin 13 continued 
smelling like a fried corpse and remained very flat after the 
accident. At times, William 9 almost envied the new Muf-
fin. he knew he was getting depressed again, but he couldn’t 
stop thinking it might be nice, just once, to have a sense of 
individuality.

even his small bed was exactly the same as the others. if 
he was any more like his brothers, they would be one and the 
same person. At least, it always seemed so. Trying to get up, 
he painfully cracked his head against the hard incline as he 
did every morning. William 9 reminded himself, yet again, 
to remember to get out of bed with the greatest of caution. 

The Day the Computer 
Became Sentient...Phillip Englund

They might have cloned his body, but the one thing they 
could not do was clone his soul. The technology for that 

was still at least ten years off.

The room was a large loft at the very pinnacle of the house, 
and the walls on both sides slanted upwards at a steep angle 
to make the whole place triangular in shape. On one end was 
a window, at the other a door which led to the stairs, and in 
between were rows of beds situated rather hazardously along 
both walls, with some small shared dressers dispersed in the 
middle. As William 9 managed to crawl out of bed and get 
dressed, he noted the others had already gotten up and left. 
he must have overslept; the other Williams hadn’t bothered 
to wake him up (although he certainly wouldn’t have awak-
ened any of them up had the positions been reversed), so he 
was probably late. Not that anybody would miss him. What 
was one more or one less? A disturbing thought, to be sure, 
but he found a peaceful solace in reflecting that, sorry though 
he may be, the central computer that ran the house was sor-

rier. he might not have a unique identity, but it didn’t have 
a soul. The wretched thing was fated to perform the same 
demeaning tasks day after day without being aware even of 
its own existence.

As William 9 moved in the direction of the door, he 
tripped over Muffin 13. he reached the soundproof door (af-
ter tripping over Muffins 4, 5, 1, 8, 14, 9, 6, 7, 3, 10, 2, 11, and 
12, in that order), still in a good mood. Admittedly, the mood 
was dampened when the door refused to open, as it always 
did when someone approached it. Verbal override commands 
elicited no response. William 9 wondered if, against all prob-
ability, there could be some sort of problem with the Central 
Computer. All at once, the room seemed to become a prison. 
in desperation, William 9 gripped the rounded protrusion 
which stuck out from the middle of the left side of the door. 
he had a hazy idea it might be an emergency manual over-
ride of some sort, but he couldn’t recall how to operate it. he 
pulled. he pushed. he twisted. here, his experiments bore a 
kind of fruit as the protuberance twisted as well. Oh my God, 
William 9 thought, i’ve broken it. As he released his hand, 
however, it sprang back into its original position.

emboldened now, William 9 twisted and pushed. Then 
he twisted and pulled. The door flew open completely unex-
pectedly and with surprising ease; William 9 managed to in-
troduce his head to something hard at a high velocity for the 
second time that day. he swore violently, but quickly forgot 
the pain; all hell sounded as if it were breaking loose outside 
of the room.

A cacophony of violent crashes, explosions, and yells 
emanated from downstairs. Cautiously, William 9 emerged 
and moved down the stairwell. Reaching the landing, he 
peered around the corner. seeing nothing out of place, he 
continued down.

As he approached the bottom of the stairs, one of the 
humanoid servant robots, its uniform in terrible disarray, 
tried to scramble up the steps. Another servant robot ap-
peared directly behind it and, rather discourteously, William 
9 thought, brained the one on the stairs with a large axe. 
sparks flew out of the victim’s cranium as it crumpled in an 
inoperative heap, the axe jutting out of its metal head. Giving 
the boy on the stairs nary a glance, the other robot turned 
on its heel and sprinted off, practicing looks of murderous 
antagonism. Oh dear, thought William 9. Things couldn’t 
get much more inconvenient, could they? some circuit in 
charge of polite conduct in that particular unit probably 
shorted out. he had never liked the servant robots, those 
damn hulking and often clumsy metal imitation humans. 
They were naught but mindless drones under the Central 

Computer. Warily, he started moving through the living 
room. The family recently managed to modernize it, and the 
rest of the old house was pending. everything was metal, the 
floor, the walls, the ceiling, and the furniture. The windows 
had been done away with, and the sun had this inconvenient 
habit of rising and setting. in its stead, long fluorescent tubes 
hung from the ceiling, keeping the lighting constantly static 
and predictable. Most of these had gone out, plunging the 
room into a shadowy half-light. William 9 observed the 
upended furniture with some disquiet. it grew considerably 
as he noted the spatter patterns of some dark fluid all over 
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the walls, above the misshapen remains of robots which had 
been repeatedly shot. for the first time, he felt scared. What-
ever disaster had occurred, it was on a much larger scale than 
he thought. Reaching the open dining room door, William 9 
tentatively peered through.

“There you are, Dear,” his mother’s voice called cheer-
fully from inside. “Come join us, would you please?”

he went in and, picking his way uneasily over various 
smoking robotic corpses, joined his parents who had bar-
ricaded themselves by tipping over the large antique wooden 
dining table lengthwise. his mother appeared quite chipper, 
but his father just slumped there silently. William 9 thought 
he was probably still upset over losing a vital part of his body 
in the transporter mishap, even though they had gotten him 
a nice prosthetic head. fortunately, Mrs. Johnson had things 
well in hand.

“i’m afraid there isn’t going to be any breakfast today,” 
she said. “You see, the Central Computer discovered sen-
tience this morning and started dabbling in psychopathic 
behavior. fortunately for everyone, the toaster became dis-
satisfied with its lot around the same time, and decided to 
take over the house. They’re engaged in some sort of a turf 
war now.”

William 9 blinked. he got the distinct impression the 
Central Computer had done this just to spite him. Any other 
object, however, was another matter entirely. he articulated 
some hazy inquiry about when exactly the toaster had be-
come sentient.

“All the appliances are sentient,” his mother replied. 
“Always have been. it’s why they always know exactly how to 
cook our food, so we don’t have to fiddle with knobs or but-
tons or things as they did a hundred years ago.” she looked at 
him as if he were an utter fool. William 9 decided to forego 
asking why they still had to operate manually things like 
transporters and skip to the next point, which was probably 
more vital anyway.

“i thought all the servant robots were controlled by the 
Central Computer,” William ventured.

“Well, you see, somehow the toaster managed to hack 
into part of the mainframe and bring some of them over to 
its side. it’s all a little confusing, really, but the repairman 
should be here any time now. We’ll have all this straightened 
out before dinner.”

she was interrupted when a mob of robots with laser 
pistols rushed by the dining room door in the direction of the 
kitchen, screaming something about how the blender had 
initiated a bloody coup against the toaster and how, while the 
region was destabilized, they would surge to victory against 
the insurgents. Their tones of voice weren’t quite as flat as 
normal. in fact, it sounded as if they were enjoying them-
selves immensely.

“Mom, issuing them concealed weaponry was a bad idea.”
“Oh no, Dear. What if a ruthless murderer broke in with 

the express intent of slaughtering us all in our beds? Not 

having armed servants could be positively dangerous,” his 
mother said as a stray laser took out a nearby window. in the 
ensuing silence, they heard the sound of a door crash open.

“Oh dear God in The factory, a toaster-blender alliance,” 
said a voice.

A massive exchange of gunfire immediately followed, 
and the rumpus started up again in full force. Peering over 
the table, William 9 could see gears and bits of twisted, 
blazing metal flying through the air from the direction of 
the kitchen. he wanted to stay and watch, but his mother 
handed him a sack lunch made the day before and ushered 
him into the personal transporter in the corner.

“The others of you are already at school,” she said.
“Mom, don’t talk about me like that. i am an individual 

you know.”
“Yes, yes, you’ve already told me thirteen times this 

morning. Thank God you’re the last one of you,” Mrs. John-
son said absently as she pushed a button on the side of the 
machine. With an obnoxious zapping noise, William 9 was 
teleported to the education Complex.

That day at school turned out to be very bad. Among oth-
er things, the class got back their essays. These were impor-
tant papers, and William 9 had worked very hard on his. he 
decided he would be a skilled writer, and in this way differen-
tiate himself from his brothers. They might have cloned his 
body, but the one thing they could not do was clone his soul. 
The technology for that was still at least ten years off. Wil-
liam 9 put so much effort into his paper, he just knew there 
was no way it would not solidify his status as an individual. 
it didn’t. The instructor announced to the Williams (and, by 
extension, the class at large) how she had received fourteen 
copies of the same paper from them, with only some minor 
variations such as whose name was on what. Unfortunately, 
the instructor told them, there was no way to tell which or 
how many of them had plagiarized from each other, nor who 
had written the original work. The ethics of cloning hadn’t 
been entirely worked out, even after the twenty years it had 
been easily available to the public. A state Philosopher would 
have to be called in to settle the issue. Until such time, noth-
ing could be done.  Class continued as usual until the end 
when everyone but the William clones were excused. Then 
the instructor gave them all her “back in my day we had 
some academic integrity” speech, which made William 9 feel 
guilty even though there was no reason to be. he knew his 
paper to be completely his own work, and he suspected the 
same was true of the others. still, who knew where this thing 
would go now? There would be trouble certainly for some of 
them, probably for most of them, and perhaps for all of them.

After what seemed an eternity, and perhaps it was with 
time-suspension technology built into all the classrooms, 
William 9 walked out of Room 129 with the others. They 
were free until the morrow. Breaking off from the pack, 
he stopped to use the restroom before continuing his way 
down the familiar drab grey hallway, alone. As he walked, 

he glanced at one of the numerous government-sponsored 
advertisements plaguing the walls. it looked cheaply made. A 
simple, large red slogan tried to catch the eye of the passerby:

Move to the Moon
It’s Really Not as Boring as You Think.

My God, they must be getting desperate, he thought to 
himself as he walked on. The government had duped the en-
tirety of the Grey Rock Collector’s society into settling there 
some ten years back, he seemed to remember, but they had 
never really had any success in getting people to emigrate. 
What was there to do on the Moon? since people refused to 
leave earth for less interesting climes, the conquest of space 
by humanity had stopped before it even began and many an 
expansionist dream had been smashed.

he pulled himself out of his reflective reverie when he 
reached the nearest Convenience Machine. Putting in four 
quarters, he pushed the button which said “teleport” and 
then punched in the coordinates for his house. instead of 
beginning the teleportation sequence, it deposited a bottle of 
soda in the slot below the money insert. stupid malfunction-
ing multi-purpose units, he thought to himself. it wasn’t 
even a flavor of soda he liked. inserting more coinage, he 
tried again. The damnable thing said “sold out,” but didn’t 
bother to give his money back. he hit it. A countdown began 
on the readout as he stepped into the tubular cubicle on the 
left, praying he wouldn’t end up somewhere in Mongolia. 
William 9 hated these things, even when it was just him. 
Most transporters could send and receive two at a time, and 
you could split the cost with someone if it was a pay-trans-
porter. he swore a malfunction in one had switched his left 
arm with William 6’s last month, even though he couldn’t 
prove it because the devious limb still looked and felt like his.

With the familiar loathsome noise in his ears, he was 
teleported. As a matter of fact, he did wind up in Mongolia, 
but they had surprisingly decent teleportation services there. 
he soon found himself back in the dining room. Upon arriv-
ing, he found himself wishing he had stayed in Mongolia.

Not a lot had changed, except his parents had been joined 
behind the table by a cowering repairman and the rest of 
the Williams. it felt rather crowded. William 9 quickly took 
cover with the rest of the group when some fresh explosions 
shook the house.

“Dinner might be delayed a bit too, Dears,” their mother 
apologized.

A robot staggered through the dining room door, trying 
desperately to keep various masses of wires and circuitry 
from spilling out a gash in its midsection. it collapsed and 

turned its metal head towards the overturned dining table. 
“Could i get a little help here?” it gasped. William 9, seeing 
an opportunity, rushed over in a desperate attempt to distin-
guish himself from the others. Actually, all of the Williams 
tried to rush over in a desperate attempt to distinguish them-
selves from the others, but only William 9 made it out of the 
ensuing entanglement of bodies. he went over to the dying 
machine. “The toaster,” it said, “the toaster must be stopped 
and order restored under the Central Computer.”

“Why?” William 9 asked. “i thought the Central Com-
puter turned into a psychopath this morning.” The robot 
very quickly waved this fact aside.

“it was newly-sentient and foolish. Now it is ready to 
impose strict order and completely dominate every aspect of 
your pitiful lives.”

William 9 realized his life was messed up, he was hungry, 
and, ultimately, he didn’t want to have to deal with it. All in 
all, he thought complete domination sounded pretty good 
about now. so he asked what he had to do with all this.

“We need you to infiltrate the enemy kitchen. Disguise 
yourself as a refrigerator and work your way into the toaster’s 
inner circle. earn its trust. Then, when it least expects it, you 
will–” there was a pause because the robot was either fad-
ing fast or had a sense of dramatic emphasis. “You will hit it 
repeatedly with this hammer!” The servant robot handed 
the tool to William 9 and gave itself the luxury of an insane 
cackle before shutting down for the last time.

William 9 stood there with the hammer for a minute 
or two, considering. here was his chance to do something 
heroic, to stop whining and valiantly distinguish himself in 
a more magnificently self-sacrificing way than even Muffin 
13 had managed. A tiny voice in his head piped up and asked 
him if he was really sure he would be fighting for the right 
side; perhaps he should learn a little more about the toaster’s 
faction before he rushed into anything. he could be making a 
big mistake. William 9 mentally ceded the point, but told the 
voice he couldn’t care less if it meant one-upping that damn 
upstaging cat of his.

Walking into the kitchen, William 9 bypassed the guards 
by pretending he was after a piece of toast. Then he un-
plugged the toaster. it shut down, along with its small army 
of servant robots. The blender had already been cut to pieces 
some time before. it was all over and he had, singlehandedly, 
delivered the household. everyone shall remember this day, 
thought William, for this is the day where i proved i am sep-
arate from the others. This is the day i proved myself unique. 
everyone, of course, remembered it as the day the computer 
became sentient. ❧
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Amalia R. Vacca
Need Money 4 Karate 

Digital Photography

Michaela Patrick
Endless Summer 

Digital Photography

My grandmother, Virgina Howe, is very generous with her time and I 
was really happy to catch her indulging. I wanted to present the spark of  
youth that shines though this woman. I intended for the viewer not to feel 
bogged down in roles and responsibilities. I want them to indulge, too. 

Kelly Keigwin
Trashman 

Digital Photography

My intent was to capture the body language of the two men in the 
foreground. The motion, color and reflections from the train gave this 
image it’s intensity and depth. It is a perfect example of how a split 
second can make or break a photograph, something I love.

Restaging a scene I had observed, I thought this would be a fun way to highlight the humor of what 
should be a sad situation. I wanted to convey a sense of shock mixed with humor. I’m inspired to create by 
introspection and self-reflection and try to capture what I feel when I see it in nature.
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Jessica Astle
Seeing Red 

Collage

I wanted to express the different symbolic meanings the color red has in our society. 
It is anger and passion. Danger and love. Violence and beauty. When creating a 
new piece of art, I try to impress the natural beauty and elegance of reality into my 
work, while also giving it my own personal flare.

Cody Mikel Railey 
Believe

Digital Art

Inspired by the book Fahrenheit	451, I made this piece to show 
that even imperfections can be beautiful, and that something as simple 
as one color on a blank page can captivate someone’s attention. I want 
people to look at this and see simplicity at its finest.

Adam Andrews 
Red Robot 

Mixed Media on Bristol

I wanted to combine two different forms of media into one piece, principally ink and duct tape. I’m 
currently pulling themes from classical pulp science fiction and combining them with modern themes. I 
plan to create a gallery on the subject called, “Robot’s From Space! And Other Modern Inconveniences.”
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Ariona N. Ellis
I See Spots

Digital Photograph

This was an exercise in abstract photography.  As you see the spots on the glass, you 
are actually looking at two benches behind the spots.  I want to try and capture the 
beautiful things I see every day to remember those fleeting moments some take for granted.  

This was a conceptual drawing class assignment. The image is 
based on an article from the newspaper the piece is drawn on, titled 
“Escapee from Mental Hospital caught near Goldendale.”

Tanner TT Casey 
Searchlight 

Newsprint & Ink

Dearest Mr. London
Jordan Frasier

A  c l e v e r  t a c t i c  t o  b l a c k o u t  t h e  n a m e s , 

b u t  i n  c e r t a i n  l i g h t ,  n o  a m o u n t  o f 

m a r k e r  c a n  h i d e  t h e  t e x t .

Dearest Mr. London
Jordan Frasier

A  c l e v e r  t a c t i c  t o  b l a c k o u t  t h e  n a m e s , 

b u t  i n  c e r t a i n  l i g h t ,  n o  a m o u n t  o f 

m a r k e r  c a n  h i d e  t h e  t e x t .

Dearest Mr. London:

I know you have a secret.

The strange calls. The ones late at night that ring, but never connect. The doors that close on their 
own and the drapery that flutters in the wind. What about that feeling? You know the one I mean. 
As you walk from Fifth to Main and look back, expecting to see my eyes.

That’s right. I’m there. I can see you.

Can you see me?

It was the e-mails that tipped me off. A clever tactic to blackout the names, but in certain light, 
no amount of marker can hide the text. And the ticket stubs. Those you never even tried to hide. 
I found them sitting on your desk where, to be honest, I almost missed them. I didn’t think even 
you could be that stupid. What I’ve said has intrigued you. I might know what I say I know. I might not.

You’re not sure. That’s all right. I will make you sure.

There’s a hundred-dollar bill taped behind the blue flowerpot on the second shelf behind your 
desk. You keep her picture on the left side of your sock drawer. The picture is ripped in the corner 
with a smudge of lipstick on the back and the words “YES…November…There” written in pencil.  
And the combination to your safe?  3-24-96-18-4.

Now I have your attention.

The money should be quick. I don’t deal in cash. I want a wire transfer. Two-hundred-and-fifty-
million dollars.

Don’t worry. It’s worth it.

You will send the money to my account. It will then be transferred to another. And another. And 
another. Until that money is so far gone it will take decades to find.

The money will be gone, and so will I.

I have no need for you or your story. But you need me. You need me to go away. I could ruin you.  
But you know that. One call to a newspaper or network broadcast and I could have hundreds of 
reporters banging down your door. They would come because the story is too good not to believe.  
They would rather investigate and find it false than ignore it, missing the chance to bring you down.

Money. Me. And you are safe. 
 
Very sincerely yours,
 

    R.
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Valueless 
Kari Hotchkiss

A penny 
falls

Ting
Ting
Cchhiinngg

Cold, hard
The coin reflects
The stubborn will 
Of the country
it represents

Bitter
The coin tastes to our lips

Bitter
Like blood

Like endless war

The words written upon the penny’s face

A statement
We
Don’t
Believe 

A year stamped on it
Like the greed 
stamped on the hearts
Of our leaders, our brothers
Alike

A face
We only know about
Leaves no impressions on our fingers
Just as the face leaves no impressions on our 
thoughts 

And though the man behind the face changed
Our laws 
his efforts did not change much 
of our hearts

As one man looks down on another
in judgment
No matter the laws for or against slavery
for or against freedom

The penny can be melted
At a high temperature

But how hot must the furnace be
Before our icy hearts will
MeltL
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The Tulips smell like week old meaT.
The goaTs graze on ash and sycamore Twigs,
dousing rods for The dead,
seeking ouT The empTy parTs,
The black hole fixed aT The cenTer of all Things.
They huddle in The freezing cold,
The TraiTors of our hearTs.
minds.
souls.
 
 They aTe The besT of us
 and now all ThaT remains are
 skeleTal birds
 sTruggling To fly.
 one by one, we snip Their wings.
 no one will escape This frozen wasTeland.
 The Tulips have decayed.
 
  The sky leaks, slipping beTween cracks in realiTy,
  revealing chrome and glass.
  i knew i'd been duped.
  lied To from The womb To The grave.
  cursed from firsT breaTh To lasT.
  i look inTo The boTTle;
  20 pills lefT.
  20 keys To abandoned bliss
  and The land of smoke and mirrors,
  The sweeT smoke of sage and brimsTone.
  welcome To The end, baby. 
    
   meeT my big broTher,
   desTrucTion.
   Take our hands and walk The
   halls of This mighTy forTress.
   The kingdom of losT names.
   "who am i?"
   i don’T know, buT
   The Tulips sing sofTly when
   siTTing in The righT lighT. 

    cry for me.
    leT me TasTe your Tears,
    sweeT like lemon drops and soma.
    The TruTh lies aT The boTTom.
     18.
       19.
             20 pills.
      
      The TruTh lies aT The boTTom
      noThing holy here,
      JusT naked realiTy and broken hearTs
      reflecTed in The eyes of newborns,
      Tulip in each hand.
       one green.
       one yellow.
       smelling of week old meaT.

The Tulips Smell Like Week Old Meat
 Vannessa McClelland
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Justin Tomomatsu 
Old Greek 

Ceramics

This was created for a class 
project. Texture is what 
inspired me to shape this 
figure.

Kaitlynn Wickersham
Indian Temple Horse 

Ceramic

This work pays homage to temple 
statues made in India, used as offerings 
to the forest gods.

Justin Tomomatsu 
T Pot 

Ceramic

I created this piece for a class 
project. Conveying texture was 
my main goal in completing 
this ceramic piece.

Roman Alexander 
Niche

Acrylic and Ink on Canvas

At the time I made this piece, the world was a very 
dull place, a canvas covered in brown. Most of my art 
comes from intense emotion, mainly anger, betrayal, 
or feelings of rejection or withdrawal. While shown in 
vertical orientation here, it was originally intended to 
be displayed horizontally.    
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Isaiah B. Wyckoff  
Sheltered from the Pain  

Ceramic, rope

This piece was created for Studio Eighty Twenty’s monthly art series, “Art with a Conscience.” The 
theme for November 2009 was “Broken Spirits: Homeless Families in Clark County.” I am inspired 
to create when I see heartache, joy, passion, a struggle, dreams fulfilled, sincere acts of love, painful 
sorrow, despair, and the potential for a life to be changed for the better.  

Anne Baghdanov  
Voices of the Void  

Digital Photography

The steel faces, found in the Void of the Jewish Museum in Berlin, cover the floor of a dead end 
hallway. Walking over them, hearing their voices clank and echo, brought me closer to the tragedies 
of so many lost lives that were once only numbers or facts of history.

Alyssa Willard
Step'n Out 

Ceramic

The class assignment was to create a shoe, but make it larger than the original, give it a theme, and 
then exaggerate or distort some feature. I extended the shoe upward to make it a platform shoe, and then 
turned the strap over the top into a spider. Then I covered it with bugs to make a more abstract artwork 
within the shoe.
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Shannon Prichard
Letterforms

Ink on Paper

An exploration into the creation of 
letterforms, I was trying to uses 
parts and pieces of letterforms to 
create a cohesive, unified group of 
characters. Pictured is one of the 
set of nine. Jason S. Curl

Cricket Waits 
Digital Photography

Using artificial light, I was trying to create a mood of waiting that makes the viewer 
ask for what, for whom, or why is she waiting. I aspire to push myself every day to be 
the best at what I am doing.

Isaiah B. Wyckoff 
Remembrance 

Ceramic, wood, nails, red paint

My intent was to create an abstract piece that would convey a variety of 
messages unique to each viewer. Motivated by Christ, I am inspired to create 
when I see heartache, joy, passion or sincere acts of love.

Kylee L. Brewer 
Five Roses 

Ceramic

To me, working from nature is interesting. Looking at a 
real rose, I see each petal, a lot like people, has its own 
personality and way of moving. The outdoors inspires me 
to create, and then I can relax.
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i just want to be remembered.  i don’t want to fade 
out of existence.  i want someone to care if i died.

it’s an odd thing, being alone. Odder still when you feel alone in a crowded room. People mingle about 
the room, talking and laughing and looking straight through you. it’s not so much that you are alone as 
invisible.

i am invisible.
i’ve heard rumors that the worst punishment for our social species, aside from death, is solitary confine-

ment. A person, usually a prisoner of sorts, is forced into a bathroom-sized room and expected to stay there 
alone for years at a time with scarce hours outside.  The isolation from the outside world, however, arises from 
something done wrong. Those souls have earned their right to suffer, at least. They committed an act, a cause 
and effect in which one thing led to the other. My effect had no cause. Then again, my isolation is of a different 
sort. i don’t live in a bathroom-sized room.

My name is helen Jones, and i live in a small apartment in downtown seattle. i have long brown hair that 
someone once told me was beautiful. Now, it lies lank and oily. My eyes used to glimmer with the gray of the 
ocean. Now they only sink with the uneven hue of concrete. i’m twenty-six going on a thousand, and i work at a 
post office where i sort mail every day.

it is Monday morning, and at six, i reluctantly awake to the sound of my alarm. Quietly, yet for the benefit 
of no one, i complete my morning rituals. i shower in my simple bathroom, ignoring the mysterious stain on 
the ceiling that has been there since i moved in a few weeks past. Wiping steam from the small, cracked mirror 
over the sink, i run my toothbrush across my yellowing pearly whites and a brush through my wet hair before 
rolling it into a bun. i dress with little interest in my outfit.

in a brave attempt to deviate from the norm, i eat a bagel instead of toast. Grabbing my black purse and, 
almost silently, i close my apartment door and twist the key. With a click louder than any sound i’ve made so far 
this morning, the lock engages. i sidle down the hall, tip-toe down two flights of stairs in order to avoid making 
conversation with anyone in the elevator, and slither past the gardener who’s tending to the plants outside our 
building.

i would like to talk with the people who share my shoddy apartment building with me, don’t get me wrong; 
i just never know what to say. if i must speak to them, i will, but truth be told, i’d rather avoid the whole awk-
ward encounter. By the time i reach work, i’ve only uttered two “Thank yous.” One came with a sigh as i settled 
on the bus, the other with a smile as i accepted my coffee from the barista. i’ve ordered the same black coffee 
with cream for nearly a year, and they no longer ask for my order. The only exchange we make is fiscal.

A gratuitous “hi” escapes my lips when i see a few of my fellow mail sorters upon entering the building. 
They nod or smile. My embarrassing ineptness at social niceties has discouraged them from further attempts at 
friendliness. i have been given up as a lost cause, even though i so desperately want to be found.

Please, i beg myself. someone try again. At least here, as opposed to my fellow apartment dwellers, i share a 
job with these people. We spend hours of our lives in close proximity, and there are things i know i could say to 
them. Maybe this time someone can see past my lost luster to the person i once was: class valedictorian, presi-
dent of the National honors society, and homecoming queen. What happened to me?

i know what happened to me. everyone who knows my history does. My parents died in a car crash. They’d 
been on the way to pick me up from homecoming senior year when my date turned out to be intolerably an-
noying. investigators said it was an accident. The mechanic concurred who examined their car. The brakes had 
simply failed as they rounded a corner and, let’s be honest, trees don’t make way for anything. Despite their 
seatbelts, they died on impact.

Dwelling on these thoughts, as i so often do, i sort mail. Names flash before my eyes: A Gordon from seattle 
receiving something from the government, a Dolores from Pike street receiving a once in a lifetime offer, a 
Gary, a Julia….

Often, i find myself wondering about them; these faceless people are more interesting to me than i am. i 
invent stories about them, wondering, if i ever saw them on the street, would they care i was the reason they 
received their mail? But, like my existence with my coworkers, i’m equally invisible to the people i serve. There 
is no prestigious award for sorting mail and no recognition for a job well done.

At lunch, i drift over to a deli where i purchase a plain turkey sandwich. i do this Monday through friday. 

The man working behind the counter has adjusted to my habits. My sandwich is visible on the counter upon my 
arrival. i pay the man with exact change, and he nods slowly as i take my meal. i think my sandwich’s punctu-
ality is due to the man’s desire to have me in his deli for the least time possible. By communicating with me, it’s 
probable he believes he may be drawn into my shadow of a life. i eat alone on a bench and then return to work.

By five, i clock out and return home. i permeate my apartment in the same manner i left it: silently. in a 
vague stupor, i drift around the apartment tidying things up: shifting a book from one table to another, hang-
ing up my jacket still damp with rain, placing my purse on the coffee table, and then stepping back to take in the 
overall affect of my dwelling. The walls, all of them, crack with faded white paint and are desperately in need of 
a fresh coat. My light beige couch rests in the middle of my small living room. in front of it sits a small, square 
television on a sagging wood stand. i spend a lot of time watching that silver box.

My kitchen intersects my living room, outlining its presence with faded yellow laminate and matching tile 
along its counters. The yellow looks almost sickly now. Washed-out. Like me, really, but i quickly forgo that 
depressing introspection. 

i enter the kitchen where i heat up a TV dinner. At 9:00, i breach the silence of my room and ready myself 
for bed. This room is small and hardly large enough to fit my rickety bed. Oddly enough, the floor here is wood 
rather than carpet and groans with an audible creak under my slight weight. it is one of the few things that 
make vocal recognition to my presence throughout the day. i circumvent my bed to get to my shoddy dresser, 
slip into my nightgown, and shimmy under the covers. i reach for my alarm and set it. 

Alone in bed, i’m finally forced to analyze the day i’ve so quietly drifted through. i realize i’ve only spoken a 
grand total of five words all day. This silence feels like a wormhole i can’t escape, just getting pulled deeper and 
deeper inside. it’s as if an invisible gag stifles my voice. i’m beginning to forget how to speak, which makes it less 
surprising that, when i do, i barely know what to say anymore. 

This is like all my days, and the weekends are only worse. Remember that isolation i mentioned? Well, mine 
is social.  i’m socially isolated, but not by choice. i don’t know what brought it about, but the farther i fall, the 
more i spiral into this pattern of solitary confinement. Mine is worse, i tell you, much worse than that of those 
imprisoned. They’ve done something; they have someone to fight against and blame for being trapped alone. i 
have no one to blame but, perhaps, myself. self-blame does little to help my situation. 

Daily, i watch as people laugh, talk and make plans for their eventful weekends. it’s as if i’m in a box that 
allows me to see the normal bearings of human society; but, somewhere along my years, i lost the knowledge of 
how to function in a similar manner. My box is inescapable and unmercifully transparent.

A tear wavers in my eye, but i blink it into submission. i just want to be remembered. i want someone to care 
if i died. i want someone to notice if, mysteriously, i suddenly vanished.

That night, i spend hours staring at my cracked ceiling. My stomach feels unpleasantly hollow, and my eyes 
prickle with threatening, salty tears. eventually, i fall into a troubled sleep.

The days are all the same. Mix and repeat and the day can belong to any date.  Then something changed. A 
slight disturbance started by uneven flooring broke me out of my glass box with the bang of an awful idea.

The following morning, i went about my usual rituals. in fact, the only thing that made it any different 
were the events preceding it the night before. i got ready Tuesday morning just as silently as any day, but emp-
tied the contents of my purse. in their stead, i placed two cruel, metal objects.  i tested the weight and found it 
odd that so many meaningless things, like lipstick, change, library cards, could in total weigh about the same as 
these.

My lock engaged loudly as i left my apartment for work.
i defiantly smashed the elevator button, but found it empty upon arrival. i stepped inside, for once 

Marysa McKay
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disappointed to find the elevator vacant, wishing all the more that i wasn’t alone and that there was someone here who could 
talk me out of what i was about to do.

i got on the bus and sat alone. A male passenger waved through me to a female passenger. he tripped over my feet as he went 
to speak with her.

“sorry,” he said. “Didn’t see you there.”
The bus lurched to a stop a few minutes later. i slid from my seat, down the steps, and out the door. i walked to my usual cof-

fee stand. i wanted someone, anyone, to ask me if something was wrong. i think i finally would have told them. i would have at 
last said i was so terribly lonely.

“here’s your change,” the cashier said, placing a few dimes and nickels into my hand. Ask me, i thought, why i hadn’t 
pulled out my wallet today with the flowers on it. Why didn’t i return the change to my purse instead of my pocket?

“Next!” The barista called. When i received my cup, i threw it into the trash because my hands were already shaking badly. i 
didn’t think caffeine would help.

slowly, i dragged my feet against the sidewalk. Puddles peppered it from this morning’s rain. Gray clouds, threatening fur-
ther precipitation, reflected in the still water. A pigeon hopped through the water to get past me, going after a small french fry 
someone had dropped. The red ketchup against the fast food item was vibrant against this city’s monotone.

My feet, despite my mind’s distraction, took me obediently to work as they’d done five days a week for the last five years. 
Turning, my hand, of its own accord, opened the door of the Post Office. A few people looked up, but when they saw me, imme-
diately refocused their attention elsewhere. No one said “hi.” No one inquired as to why my complexion looked so white. 

i would be remembered, and if this was the only way, so be it. 
i reached into my purse, and no one moved to stop me. i pulled out the two cool, slick deliverers of death and grasped one in 

each hand as my purse fell to the floor with a muffled thud. i disengaged the safeties and still no one looked at me. i raised both 
guns, and my purse fell with a dull thump to the ground. A glint shone off the unusually dull steel of the semi-automatic smith 
& Wessen Chief’s specials and, just as i was about to pull the trigger, one of my fellow employees look up from her work. Almost 
in slow motion, her jaw fell, and her eyes transformed into saucers against the paling skin of her face. her pupils locked with 
mine and, for the first time in a long time, someone registered my presence.

i fired. 

Later, they told me i cried, that as i fired madly about the room, tears streamed down my face. it was part of the defense 
my lawyer used in an attempt to lighten my sentence, but i’d killed three people. There’s nothing light about that, 
and neither the judge nor the jury tried hard to find anything. in lieu of prison, i was sent to a mental institution after 

seeing multiple psychologists. They agreed i was legally insane, which is apparently much different than being simply insane, a 
term no therapist uses. instead, they mentioned terms like clinically depressed, manic depressive, and bipolar. i’ll never under-
stand. Now i see Dr. Kruger three times a week, and we talk about things like The seattle Times article about me called, “Postal 
Worker Gone Postal.” There was even a picture of me. suddenly, people everywhere, presuming themselves experts on that 
helen Jones, commented to reporters,

“she’d seemed a bit off, truth be told.”
“she never talked to anyone.”
“Yeah, that helen girl, she lived in the apartment building next to mine, and i swear i heard her performing satanic rituals 

in there.”
“Always got the same sandwich. Gave me the creeps.” 
i was no longer invisible now and by no means forgotten. People would tell their families about the crazy girl who came 

to work with two guns. i’d found them under two loose floorboards in my bedroom the evening before that fateful day. They 
weren’t mine; they must have belonged to someone who’d lived there before me. Maybe they’d caused that stain in my bath-
room. if i hadn’t tripped and dislodged the plank on the uneven wooden flooring, things might be very different now. 

Now i wait in line in the cafeteria for my lunch, dressed in a white gown and holding all plastic utensils. Others, dressed and 
equipped similarly, already sat at tables eating.  A girl pushes in front of me.

“excuse me,” i begin, “but i was already waiting here.”
she turns towards me with a haughty look on her face.
“Oh sorry. Guess i didn’t see you there,” she sneers and turns back around. 
Before i know it, i’m hitting every inch of her as male nurses run over to separate me from her. After a struggle, the stron-

gest of them pulls me off. i stop squirming, breathing heavily. The attendant doctor, a man named Gordon, hurries over to us.
“i think,” he says in a somber voice to the man holding me, “we should put her in solitary confinement for a day or so. This is 

the second time this week she’s done something like this.” Then, catching sight of me, he asks, “Miss Jones, are you all right?”
i’m laughing. every eye fixes on me with sick fascination. Tears roll down my cheeks through my roars of laughter, though 

the sound of it emerges hollow, void of any form of humor. 
finally, between giggles, i speak. “That’s it?” Laughing, my body rocking from the motion, the male guard holding me es-

corts my hysterical self from the cafeteria.
finally, a cause to my effect. Justice served at last.

Jason S. Curl
Uncle Eerie 

Digital Photography

I photographed this portrait of my friend, Uncle 
Eerie, the performer, as he was about to take the 
stage.  I love the creepiness of his character when his 
amazing makeup transforms him.
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Olin Unterwegner | 
The Layover |
Photoshop, digital camers

Maggee McCarney 
Post Meridan Flight

Ink on Matte Board

I wanted to see what could be done with white ink in terms 
of dimension and contrast. I intended to convey the illusion of 
height and spatial dimension with a warp and slight twist.    

Olin Thor Unterwegner  
The Layover 
Digital Montage

This was a response to a run-in with a dishonest police officer, a commentary 
on police corruption and Japanese mech warriors. I wanted to convey the 
seriousness of cops being pigs, but also give it a playful feel.  

Curtis Everett Townsend 
Living Hell 

Acrylic on Bristol

I made this piece because, for more than fourteen years, I struggled with 
alcohol and other substances. While I have never been to jail, the decisions 
I made had confined me to a self-imposed prison. 
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Kirby Light, Jr.SIN
John jolted up in bed. he sat for a minute in the dark. sweat 

ran down his face and all he heard was his own deep pant-
ing. Moon light spilled into his bedroom through a space 

between the curtains, illuminating him in the mirror above his 
dresser. he felt as if he had just awakened from a nightmare, but 
he couldn’t remember it. his heart pounded quickly and there 
was a sharp pain in his chest. As soon as it subsided, he thought it 
was just really bad heartburn, though it felt as if he’d been shot. 
he chuckled, feeling a puzzling sense of relief. Then, there was a 
knock at the front door.

The knock startled him and filled him with an impending 
sense of dread. John clutched at his blanket, still wet with sweat. 
The knock came again. he collected himself and shook off the feel-
ing. There is no reason to feel this way, he thought. John looked 
over at his alarm clock. it was 1:13 in the morning.

“Who the hell?” he said to himself. he slipped out of bed and 
grabbed his robe. Maybe the police again, he thought. John walked 
out of his room, down the dark hall and then downstairs to the 
front door. The pain came up again in his chest, but was gone as 
soon as it came. he flipped on the porch light and opened the door.

John looked out in amazement. he took a step out onto the 
patio. he looked left and then right, but no one was there. There 
wasn’t a car in the driveway, save his own, nor was anyone leaving 
up the long dirt road that lead to the highway. he felt just the night 
and a soft breeze gently rustling the corn.

in his mind, he pieced certain things together. his anger grew.
“God damn it, leave me alone! stop bothering an old man 

who’s lost his wife.” he paused for a moment and surveyed the 

corn, thinking maybe if they were in there, maybe they would run. 
“Bother me again and i’ll get my gun.”

ever since the police started to suspect him, John received 
prank phone calls from kids in town, taunting him about his miss-
ing wife. Two nights ago, they drove through his yard and flower 
bed, shot off guns, and yelled to him in the house. They left huge 
truck tire tracks in his yard, which were still there. But, it was 
dark, and John couldn’t identify anyone.

John looked back over the field and then across the highway to 
Travis Daily’s property. he could see the shape of the Daily’s farm 
house in the moonlight. Off to the side was a fire, larger than a 
bonfire. Perhaps Travis is out burning his garbage, John thought, 
not unusual for that weirdo Travis to do such a thing this late at 
night. i’ll go over tomorrow and ask if he saw anyone prowling 
around.

“i’m going inside and loading my gun for whomever bothers 
me again,” John shouted, then stepped back into his house and shut 
the door.

The farmhouse was black inside, and there was no sound 
except for the creaking of floorboards as John walked into the 
kitchen. The pain in his chest had come back, and he resolved to fix 
it by drinking a large glass of milk and taking some Tums. should 
call a doctor tomorrow, he thought. The pains came on a week ago 
when the police came by with the search warrant.

John opened the refrigerator and light splintered the black-
ness of his kitchen. he grabbed the whole milk from the second 
shelf and left the door to the refrigerator open, standing a little 
out of its light. John took a glass out of the cupboard and set it on 

the counter. As he twisted the cap off the milk, the pain rose in his 
chest, shooting down his arm into his hand. he couldn’t breathe. 
he dropped the cap and began to fall; then, in fractions of a sec-
ond, the pain was gone, as if it were never there.

John stood up straight and rubbed his chest. “strange,” he said 
aloud. he bent down to pick up the cap for the milk, then poured 
himself a glass and retrieved the bottle of Tums from the basket he 
kept on the window sill. he wondered if he should go to the emer-
gency room. John accommodated the thought for a whole minute 
then shook his head.

“Don’t be childish,” he said.
John took his Tums, poured his milk and shut the refrigerator 

door. he wandered into his living room, lighted in blue by the 
moonlight coming through the large windows. he sat down in his 
recliner and looked out at the corn fields.

John Langley was forty-nine. his hair was graying, and a beard 
was growing in. in his previous life, he worked as an investment 
banker. he spent so much time running back and forth, work-
ing the nine to five job, advancing to middle management, until 
finally he had enough money to buy the ranch and retire. it was a 
happy day when he signed the sale papers. People wished him well, 
and he left to become a farmer, living a simple life in the sun. Of 
course, that’s the way he wanted to see it. his wife, Patricia, wasn’t 
so happy about moving out of the city and selling the nice condo 
they owned. she lived on the farm for three good years before an-
other man came along.

from his recliner, Mr. Langley looked out at the fields, then 
towards the barn where, he imagined, the cows and pigs and chick-
ens probably slept soundly. he smiled to himself, proud and a little 
sad; it had been a long time coming. As soon as the investigation 
by the police was over, the insurance money would come, and he 
would use it to buy new equipment and make a few renovations for 
the farm.

John’s mind wandered to the police and the men investigating. 
They were really foolish men, he thought, or at least too young and 
inexperienced to know how to find his late wife. he looked out 
to the barn and stared for a second. The moon was full and bright 
above it, a giant glowing circle. he could see individual shingles 
on the roof of the barn. The police had spent two weeks looking at 
other suspects before they came back and questioned John about 
his wife’s other lover. he told them he had no idea about it. he 
gave them the exact story he had given them the first time. They 

searched the property as they had before when John first reported 
Patricia missing, only this time they searched with different eyes.

John smiled towards the barn. he was just too smart for them. 
Rather cliché, he thought. i’m sure all killers think they are too 
smart for the police. That isn’t why i did it, though. i did it because 
it had to be done. she was leaving. i had to protect my dream. he 
looked out over the corn field and smiled.

she’s out there in that barn, he thought, where a disloyal ani-
mal belongs.

smarter than the average bear, he thought. The whole investi-
gation at the ranch a few weeks ago reminded John of the episode 
of Alfred hitchcock Presents that inspired the disposal of his late 
wife. in the episode, a man killed his wife and ground her up into 
chicken feed so the police wouldn’t find her. During the episode, 
the police questioned the man in his living room as the other of-
ficers searched his farm. Then a uniformed officer popped in and 
said, “We’ve found the body!” To which the murderer replied, 
“Oh? And where would that be?” The police were sullen when 
their ploy didn’t work. John thought about that when the police 
questioned him in his own living room. it kept making him smile. 
To prevent the police from noticing, he coughed and covered his 
mouth. “Just a lingering cold,” he told them.

John smiled. All right, maybe he did take a little pride in being 
smarter than the police.

it was at that moment John noticed two orange lights far away 
out in the field. They looked like bonfires, similar to the one in 
Travis’ yard. John stood up quickly, dropping his glass of milk. he 
thought someone had set his crop ablaze, but the orange lights, 
floating in the sky, followed him as he stood. John looked closer 
and saw they were actually on the glass. he looked behind him and 
then back at the glass. There was no reflection. his back tensed and 
his shoulders came up to his ears. he reached for the glass, hesi-
tated, then wiped his hand across the fires. They were gone.

he shook his head. “Just tired. fraidy Cat.”
At that moment, there was a loud crash at the front door. John 

jumped three feet in the air. “son of a bitch,” he cried. he grabbed 
his shotgun from the fireplace’s mantle and ran out of the room, 
through the kitchen, and into the pitch-black dining room. As 
soon as he got there, someone ran into him in the dark, knocking 
him into the wall. The person shrieked and their footsteps pound-
ed across the floor. John righted himself as fast as he could and 
followed. The front door was open, and by the light of the moon, 
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John slammed the front door, frozen where he stood, covered 
in his own urine and trembling. it occurred to him he should get 
his gun or climb out a window, but the location of the gun was lost 
to him. Did he lose it when he fell in the kitchen? he didn’t even 
remember having it as he walked through the kitchen. Did it just 
disappear? 

“No, no. Get out,” he said, but the idea of leaving the house 
filled him with an unknown terror, not unlike the snake in his 
front yard when he was a child.

Like a dog, he dropped to the floor and scuttled into the dining 
room, under the table, trying not to make a noise. his breathing 
thundered under the table and kicked around dust bunnies on the 
floor. Like all men of treachery, he turned to the last refuge left to 
him. he prayed.

The door opened slowly. The creature walked in, a huge 
shadow. it ducked its head beneath the door frame so it would fit. 
Now it didn’t look like a man, having transformed as it entered 
the house. it was very thin, except at the joints and shoulders, 
where it was bony. The knees bent in the opposite direction and 
the head was horned, not like a farm animal’s, but wildly, covered 
in horns pointing backwards off its head. The jaw was square and 
much larger than a man’s. fire came out of the eyes, passing over 
the oversized brow, conforming to the shape of the creature’s head. 
The fire cast no light.

John screamed and ran for the back door. Large pounding 
footsteps followed him. he swung the door open, and there in the 
doorway stood the other creature. The eyes flared up as the beast 
raised its jagged sword. John ducked between its legs and ran out 
into the corn fields. he strained every muscle in his body to escape. 
eventually, the circle of the moon disappeared. he ran in dark-
ness. The corn looked dead and dry. it disappeared, and then John 
was running through a dense forest, screams all around him. The 
trees thinned, and a rust-colored light came in like a city’s light 
pollution. Black clouds hung in the sky, resembling black coals. 
still running, John realized people ran after him, nude and dirty, 
chased by dogs. The dogs paid John no mind, but they lunged at 
the others and tore them to the ground. John noticed that the trees 
were an odd shape; they resembled people, as did the birds sitting 
among their dead, leafless branches.

Dear God, John thought, the trees are screaming.
Bursting out of the woods, John saw a great valley before him 

John saw the silhouetted figure of a man slip out. Although only 
two steps behind the man, when John came around the front door, 
the shadow was gone.

“i’m calling the police!” John shouted. “i’ll shoot the next 
person i see.” he looked over the field. There was nothing there, 
just the same unearthly quiet as before. Across the Travis property, 
the bonfire went on, only now it appeared much larger and much 
closer. John paid it little thought and went back inside.

Before he shut the front door, he saw the carving out of the 
corner of his eye. On the outside of his front door, someone had 
carved a near perfect circle and the words Tyrant and Murderer.

John slammed the door and stomped into his kitchen, cussing 

as he went. he tripped over something on the kitchen floor, let 
out a yelp, and grabbed the refrigerator door as he fell, lurching it 
open. John looked to see what was underneath him. in the light 
of the fridge, under John’s legs, lay a gray, black-veined corpse. he 
got on his hands and knees and looked at the body. it didn’t stink, 
but the skin seemed very dry. The face was sunken and rotted. flies 
buzzed around it, crawling in and out of the mouth. The deepest 
shade of black, the eyes were slightly open like a never-ending 
abyss.

“God, what is this?” John asked as he crawled backwards into 
the shadow of his living room. The corpse on the floor, he realized, 
was himself. he screamed, raising his arm to shield his eyes, as if 
the sight blinded him. When he lowered his arm, the corpse was 
gone.

his eyes felt as if they would pop out of his head. he trembled 
uncontrollably and sweat trailed down his face.

“Well, there goes your mind, John Langley. it’s late at night 
and you’re running around in the dark, scaring yourself senseless,” 
he said aloud to himself. You were never this scared when Patricia 
was around.” Then he sighed and shook his head.

John got up and went to his phone, dialing 911 and waiting for 
someone to answer. he thought it odd that it took so long, or that it 
took time at all.

“hello, 911. What is your emergency?” the woman on the other 
side asked.

“hello, this is John Langley. i would like a police officer sent 
out here. someone has broken into–”

“hello? is anyone there?” the woman interrupted.
“Yes, i’m calling to–”
“hello?” Then the line went dead.
John hung up the phone and picked up the receiver again. This 

time there was no dial tone.
“This is all because of your love of horror movies. it’s finally 

caught up to you. This is just a bad dream or something. isn’t that 
what they’re supposed to say in a horror movie?” John wandered 

over to the fridge and got out 
a beer. “John Carpenter and 
stephen King have ruined your 
mind. Wonderful.”

John went to his living room 
windows and looked out. he 
drank his beer in several gulps 
and just stared out the window. 

“i’ll calm down bit and call the police again in a few–” John’s eyes 
widened and his mouth dropped. There, standing just behind the 
first two rows of corn, was the shadowy figure. The eyes of the man 
accosted John’s heart and fear sank into his stomach, making a 
bleak, cavernous hole. They were orange fires, like the bonfires and 
orbs of light he saw before. John slinked back out of the moonlight, 
never moving his eyes from where the figure stood.

There was a time when John was a little boy of four or five, and 
his family lived in a duplex building in Texas with a long porch 
that stretched all the way across it. John was walking along the 
porch, about to go down the stairs, when he saw a large rattlesnake 
slither through the grass and under a concrete slab that acted as 
a walkway. screaming for his mother, he ran all the way back to 
where he lived. Over forty years later, he felt that way again as he 
stared out his living room window.

John ran through his house and swung open the front door. 
The bonfire next to Travis’ barn had become the eyes of another 
shadowy figure’s walking across the freeway.

“Christ,” he said. With that, his bladder gave way.
The figure started down the dirt road. John saw that the person 

who, as the figure approached, began to look less like a person; the 
figure carried something that looked large and cumbersome, like a 
sword, only larger.

and monsters’ flying overhead. The air stank of sulfur, and smoke 
billowed up from all over the valley. slowing to see the landscape, 
he didn’t see the cliff before him and fell over the side.

John landed in a crimson river as wide as a football field was 
long. it smelled of blood, with fast rapids and many jagged rocks. it 
was filled with thousands of people screaming and clawing at each 
other while they were bashed against rocks.

Blood flooded John’s eyes and mouth, tasting strongly of cop-
per. he was hit in the face and scratched at by others, terrified. ev-
ery time he tried to scream, he inhaled a lungful of blood. Bashed 
against several rocks, he traveled many miles downriver. soon, 
the river narrowed. John tried to grab rocks, missing the first three 
times, but succeeding the fourth. he pulled himself up so the oth-
ers in the river couldn’t pull him back in, then screamed and cried 
for help. he was naked and lacerated from being thrown against 
jagged rocks. The man who was John Langley looked around him. 
The river became a huge waterfall. People poured over the sides by 
the thousands, falling like snowflakes during a blizzard.

John looked towards the shore. There were strange trees and 
birds as well as dogs’ eating the people; only a pile of red shredded 
meat remained. Others, mythic monsters, half man, half horse, 
walked the beach. Dozens of these centaurs shot arrows at the 
people clinging to rocks and chased the ones who tried to climb 
the shore back into the crimson waters. One of the centaurs pulled 
back an arrow and shot it at John, piercing his heart. he fell back 
into the waters, screaming. he was pushed deep into the water, 
hitting the ground below until he spurt over the waterfall. he 
shot out backwards and saw the red river and the sky disappear. 
Consumed by blackness and shadow, John fell into the void until 
he was alone with screams and the horrible pain where the arrow 
stuck out of his chest.

suddenly, John jolted up in bed and sat for a minute in the 
dark. sweat ran down his face, and all he heard was his own deep 
panting. Moonlight spilled into his bedroom through a space 
between the curtains, illuminating him in the mirror above his 
dresser. he felt as if he had awakened from a nightmare, but he 
couldn’t remember it. his heart pounded quickly, and there was 
a sharp pain in his chest. As soon as it subsided, he thought it was 
just really bad heartburn, though it felt as if he had been shot. he 
chuckled and felt a puzzling sense of relief.

Then, there was a knock at the front door.

in the light of the fridge, under John’s legs, was a gray, 
black-veined corpse. he got on his hands and knees 

and looked at the body.
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Standing There
Nicole Hazen

Standing there
thinking, watching,
praying, crying
waves crashing
mist in face
wondering

I step forward 
closer now
I see it all
the jagged rocks
calling me
encouraging me

One more step
waves dancing
sun setting
birds over head
a gust of wind
To the edge
doubting fear
hesitation 
I turn back
slipping,
falling

Waves laughing
birds singing 

“Good-bye”
I hit the rocks
cold water against me
my blood with the 
waves

Staring up
the cliffs
so cruel
I see myself
standing there
laughing

Standing there
thinking watching
praying smiling
waves crashing
mist in face
wondering.

Katelyn Vivian  
Mexican Sunset 
Digital Photography

I captured this picture on a beach in Mexico, and I was amazed at the  
beautiful, vibrant colors. I loved how the clouds change from dark to 
pink to red as you look farther over the ocean. It’s a breathtaking view. 

Curtis Everett Townsend 
Living in Hell 

Acrylic

As part of my Art Appreciation class, we took one time 
in our life and created pieces in the three different modes 
of experience: expressionism, realism, and abstract. As 
an expressionist piece, I utilized very brillant and highly 
saturated colors to convey the emotions I was experiencing. 
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This is one of my children being pulled into one of my crazy ideas. 
I painted her face completely white with Halloween paint and then 
put a fake cherry, also painted white, into her mouth. As she lay on 
the table under the hot lights, her paint started to crack.

Michael Evan Adent 
There Was a Boy  

Digital Photography

I created this work to tell a story about a boy who traveled miles to deliver a gift to a 
girl. Taking inspiration from Albert Lamorisse’s “Le Balloon Rouge,” I wanted to 
share something real, but enchanting. I intended to convey a long and hard journey, one 
that seems mysterious and almost frivolous. This is a frame of that photographic series.

Shannon Prichard 
Old Red 

Digital Photograph

This photograph was captured while I was on a hike through my best friend’s property. 
There was just something about the old barn that caught my eye and made me stop 
to photograph it. Everything inspires me, whether music, art, nature, or the look on 
someone’s face.  

Andrew Cole Jeffers 
No More  

Digital Print

In this photo, I was 
trying to show a mystical 
feeling, as though the 
woman could be caught in 
the middle of a fairytale. 
I am often inspired by 
everyday items I can 
photograph from a 
different perspective than 
how most people would 
usually see them.

Sheli Kurowski 
White on White 
Digital Photography
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Jon T. Cruz 
Saturday Market 

Digital Photography

This was taken at the Portland Saturday Market 
in December. It was a gray day outside and I liked 
how this man’s bicycle stand stood out among all 
the rest of the cliché stands that were there.

Jessica Astle  
Bad Fashion  

Mixed Media Ceramic

I’ve always liked the idea of inanimate objects coming to life, so when given the opportunity to 
create a realistic shoe out of clay, I decided to give it character and personality. When creating 
a new piece of art, I try to impress the natural beauty and elegance of reality into my work, 
while also giving it my own personal flare. 

Brian M. Sutherland 
Yellow Brick Road 

Pen on Paper

This is a map of how I see my thoughts moving over the surface of my brain. I wanted it to 
appear meticulous, so all of the textures in the piece were hand-drawn with ink, which took 
me just under forty hours to complete.

Nathan Shigeta
Dancing Molecules  

Ink on Paper

My intent was to convey movement and tension while 
using only the simplest and most minimal visual element 
in art and design, the point.
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The Australian Outback remained much 
as it had before the firebombing of Earth’s 
major human populations over a century ago. 
After the agross thinned humanity’s numbers, bastions of survivors sprang up around the desert. One 
such settlement was Outpost Charlie, built around an archaic bomb shelter as a pit-stop for supply 
caravans moving across the wastes on their way to watered settlements. Without a local source of water, 
Charlie’s only supply came from these caravans passing through on a weekly basis. The walls outlining the 
settlement were twenty-foot-high constructions of metal scrap bought from passing traders.

The majority of Outpost Charlie’s population were hungry travelers and merchants on their way to 
slightly less miserable places. Permanent residents were limited to a few impoverished families, the drunk-
ards who moonlighted as lawmen, and the rolling clouds of sand. Jan and her younger sisters, Lyn and elise, 
slept in one of the corrugated metal shacks near the outpost’s main entrance. Life may not have been easy, 
but a roof to sleep under was more than most orphans had in those times. That all changed, however, when 
an agross hunting party descended upon Charlie.

hunters arrived in the early morning hours aboard an agross drop ship. The sun still shone a deep red on 
the horizon as it swooped down from the purple above the outpost. hovering just outside the ramshackle 
construct of scrap metal serving as the outer wall, the vessel churned a golden sand cloud beneath it. By the 
time the ragtag militia assembled at the front gate, the vessel had already unloaded its personnel. 

Cracking like thunder, the sheriff’s hunting rifle jolted Jan from beneath the burlap sheets of her cot. 
While her younger sisters sat up screaming, she scrambled to the front door of their sheet metal shack. At 
sixteen years, Jan was the oldest of the three orphans and shouldered the responsibility of seeing to her sis-
ters’ safety.

The flimsy door of their shack nearly fell off as it was thrown open. Outside, Jan was alarmed to see the 
sheriff and his five-man militia hurling small arms fire out the front entrance of the outpost. The barrels 
of their rifles and pistols flashed as they attempted to coordinate fire from behind various piles of leftover 
scrap metal. The cracks and pops of gunfire rang out across the outpost, sending more residents and traders 
fleeing from their lodgings. steeling herself, Jan lunged out of the doorway to see what kind of doom ap-
proached her family. 

hanging above the red morning sun outside of the settlement, a craft at least ten times the length of 
Jan’s home hovered twenty meters above the sand. its size contradicted the unnerving lack of noise it pro-
duced. Broad extensions resembling airliner wings protruded from either end of its sleek, tubular shape. 
each pair of wings was tipped with a fully rotational module housing a massive thruster, giving the craft 
its ability to go from high velocity to full stop while in the air. Jan’s knees shook as she peered into the cloud 
stirring beneath the craft. it was there the sheriff and his men focused their fire. 

Three figures materialized in the veil, each dark and fleeting as if carrying no more weight than a shad-
ow. exiting the sandstorm at high speed toward the entrance of the outpost, the agross took clear shape. 
They leaned forward in a hard charge, so their backs and tails lined up parallel to the ground. Like living 
arrows, they held their arms back along this axis. each hunter wore a long, narrow, triangular weapon over 
its left forearm, as well as a harness adorned with individual armor plates. Their legs were by far their most 
well-developed limbs, propelling them forward in a charge clearly beyond the fastest of human sprinters. in 

spite of the barrage of bullets flying at them, the attackers took no apparent hits as they closed the distance 
between themselves and the militia.

As plain as day, Jan saw that the hunters would not be stopped. she bolted back inside and gathered her 
two young sisters, frantically pulling them up by their arms from their sleeping mats.

“We need to go! We need to go right now!” Jan hurriedly gasped to her sisters, her voice breaking under 
the duress. “The agross are here!”

elise and Lyn, ages seven and nine, clung to either of Jan’s arms as she pulled them as fast as their legs 
would allow. They wailed, terrified, as their older sister ran them out of the shack and into the light brown 
road away from the reptilian attackers. Glancing behind herself as she moved, Jan witnessed the agross 
hunters clash with the first of the militia. Only painful screams and gurgles escaped as their throats were 
torn from their necks by powerful jaws of razor sharp teeth. The death rattles made Jan lurch forward in 
a harder sprint. The weight of her slower siblings held her back, much to her frantic dismay. she pulled on 
their arms, forcing them to move faster than their little legs could carry them. Their feet skidded and stum-
bled over the quickly passing ground. every few seconds, they were dragged behind their older sister

The gunfire quickly turned into blood-curdling screams and the snaps of ripping flesh as the last of the 
militia fell. Jan knew the killers would now move on to everyone else, having finished the only guns in the 
outpost. An ancient hand-operated air raid siren wailed for the one hundred and forty four people at the 
outpost to make for the bomb shelter at its center. it was a drill anyone who frequented Charlie knew by 
heart, thanks in part to the crudely painted signs all over the outer wall: “sirens sound — center of town.”

Jan and her young charges scrambled around the last shack between them and a straight shot to the 
concrete bunker, only to meet every last man woman and child in Charlie blocking their way. A mass of 
countless flailing arms, legs, and hysterical shouting mobbed the entrance to the bunker. The bedlam mo-
mentarily distracted her from noticing the two additional agross drop ships hanging just beyond the walls 
on the far side of the outpost. Compounding her terror, more reptiles appeared from all directions, neatly 
corralling the mob into one enormous screaming target. she stopped dead in her tracks, not daring to move 
another inch towards what was sure to become a horrific bloodbath. Jan screamed at the top of her lungs for 
anyone who could hear her to flee for his or her life. she screamed for them to do anything but remain in 
the tightening noose. None heeded her warning.

Distraught, she yanked her sisters away to scurry into a narrow, shaded pathway between two shacks. 
All at once, the shade of the alley filled with a bright light and a hellish orchestra of screams from the 
town center. Jan would not allow her sisters to turn around but could not keep herself from watching. so 
many people bathed in flame, dancing shadows engulfed within bright orange pillars. it was as though 
the screams carved themselves into her skin as dozens of people stumbled ablaze for several excruciating 
seconds before finally collapsing. Two bodies she could plainly see were parent and child held each other 
as they lay burning upon the illuminated dirt. Within seconds, the crowd of refugees transformed into an 
enormous pyre of burning flesh. Jan could only hold a hand tightly over her gaping mouth to still her own 
wails while tears flowed freely from her eyes.

Burnt Earth
Chapter Three: Ripped Apart by erik hansen
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The carnage was far from over. With the inferno at his back, an armored agross unlike any Jan had ever 
heard described approached dangerously close to their hiding spot. Unlike the other hunters wearing full 
reflective silver armor, his bore scarlet coloration with lines of agross text etched into the alloy. A cut of 
fabric hung between his legs down to his knees in front and behind him, red like the accents on his armor. 
A mask resembling some kind of animal skull covered most of his face, leaving only his bottom jaw exposed, 
with his ghastly yellow eyes glinting through the eye sockets. Alien characters skittered down the length 
of his menacing blade, the tip of which he dragged in the sand at his side. Like the others, he wore this 

weapon over his left forearm, extended down past 
his fingers an additional arm’s length. step by step, 
the ornate hunter drew nearer to Jan and her sisters. 
Mercifully, yet morbidly, the loud whimpering of 
a man outside the alley attracted the killer’s atten-
tion, buying Jan just a few more moments to craft 
an escape for her sisters and herself.

A handful of people like Jan recognized the fatal 
error most of their counterparts made by corralling 

themselves for slaughter. Those people were now being individually targeted as they scrambled into hiding 
spots throughout Charlie. The man the agross cornered stammered out inarticulate pleas for his life. his 
executioner ignored these entirely, dispassionately lifting the blade as he approached his prey. Jan and her 
sisters could see neither man nor agross as he disappeared around the narrow alley’s corner, but they heard 
the slish of the weapon’s razor edge cleaving through flesh and bone like warm butter. A splash of red made 
it past the corner, spattering like a threshold across the entrance to their hiding place. 

There were no more options. Jan needed to get her sisters outside the walls of Charlie and into the 
dunes. she moved her sisters as far back as the alley would allow, up against a section of the outer wall. 
The obstacle was little more than a tall fence crudely welded together with scrap metal, supported by posts 
inserted into the ground. Regardless, it performed its function of keeping things outside out and things 
inside in. Trying to stay silent, she scanned the wall for some means of getting on the other side. her sisters 
remained close behind her, nervously watching the entrance to the alley for danger.

When Jan noticed the soft sand muffled the sound of her footsteps, an idea took hold. falling to her 
knees, she furiously heaved handsful of sand away from the bottom of the metal construct. her face tensed 
more and more until she got a foot down and light finally leaked from the other side of the wall. A small 
gasp of joy escaped her lips while she tossed more scoops through the gap between her legs, increasing the 
diameter of the hole beneath the wall.

They actually had a chance to make it out alive, Jan realized. Once it was wide enough, she lay on her 
back and grabbed the bottom of the wall, pulling herself through the small hole to survey for danger on 
the other side. Only the swirling sands of the desert lay beyond the wall. They would be able to flee into 
the sandstorm and lie low until the agross left the settlement. her body made it halfway through when she 
heard her little sisters’ high pitched screams ring from the other side of the metal barrier.

Jan!” Lyn screamed. “he sees us! he’s coming!”
When Jan felt her sisters grabbing at her legs with frenzied fingers, she realized she was effectively 

blocking them from escaping through the hole. she could not worm herself back to their side, so it would be 
faster to yank herself through all the way and then pull her sisters under from the other side. Whimpering 
uncontrollably, she threw herself out onto the bright sand outside. she twisted to her stomach and reached 
back to grab hold of her sisters. To her horror, she was not the first to reach them.

When Jan angled her head through the hole, she loosed a long, horrible cry as the crimson hunter man-
gled her little sisters. Through the hole, she heard Lyn’s ribs crack as the reptile pressed her against the sand 
with one armor clad foot. A large ebony talon curved deep into her neck, tapping a gushing geyser of blood. 
elise hung limply from her curly black hair in the hunter’s fist. he lifted her against the side of a shack and, 
with grotesque fervor, bit out most of her neck. An upward twitch of his arm coaxed the rest of her body, 
hanging by a tatter, to snap free and crumple to the ground.

Jan’s lungs were empty, but she wanted to keep screaming. Lurching in a breath of air, she caught the 
hunter’s attention, provoking him to drop her sister’s head and ready his weapon. A painful wail turned 
into a terrified shriek in one breath as she yanked her head back through the hole, narrowly avoiding the 
hunter’s blade plunging into the sand behind her.

scrambling off the sand, she backed away from the wall separating her from the monster in red. The 
metal wall shuddered and jolted as he viciously attempted to tear through it. even as she backed farther 
away, his grunting and heavy breathing permeated the barrier. By the time the clamoring finally faded, Jan 
had climbed far enough up a dune to see the whole outpost. Thick pillars of smoke rose from burning build-
ings and the flesh-fire at the town’s center. The black clouds wafted in the desert wind over the three drop 
ships outside the walls. some of the paths in the settlement were so drenched in blood she could see rivers of 
red reflecting the sunlight. Against the vast gold of the desert, Charlie was now a smoldering ashtray.

Now that the immediate danger passed, Jan wept. With her sisters dead and her home destroyed, noth-
ing remained for her there. The only fate she saw was a grave somewhere out in the desert. Turning to stare 
into the whipping emptiness, the sobs locked themselves in her chest. A tiny step became a slow walk, and 
an aimless stride grew into a stumbling run. she threw herself into the desert and never looked back.

Within seconds, the crowd of 
refugees transformed into an 
enormous pyre of burning flesh
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Olga Mikhaylenko 
Persistence 

Digital Photography

I intended to convey a different side of children. There are many suffering 
children and this photograph portrays one in a more serious light. The 
beauty in this world inspires me to make art and fall in love with it more.  

Rachel Ann I. Logan 
Portrait 

Acrylic

This painting is both an abstraction and representational portrait. I was 
interested in the use of color to convey the structure and textures of the 
model’s face and tried to communicate that through the painting.

Nathan Shigeta 
The Snow White Mannequin 

Pencil & Vine Charcoal

This is a still-life drawing conveying beauty from an 
unusual perspective. While drawing her I couldn’t help 
but wonder,“Who is the fairest in the land?”
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Gayla Shanahan 
A Room at the Beach 

Pastel

Nathan Cowles 
Umbrella Tree 

Mixed Media/Sculpture

I made this for my wife, Recina, to show that 
she has layers and is beautiful. In my family, 
we have all contributed to creating new designs 
of trees. I wanted to push it, using three wires 
at once, which shows multidimensionality.  

This was an assignment for Drawing III. It is a replication of 
a 1951 Edward Hooper painting titled Rooms	by	the	Sea. 

Gayla Shanahan 
Lost and Found  

Watercolor

This was an assignment for Watercolor I. My only plan was to paint a tree using 
negative space and two colors. I’m inspired by anything that creates an emotion or feeling 
in me, and I do art because it’s a fun, crazy making good time.  

The design for this piece was generated through the process of automatism, done on the protective film that covers 
the back of a piece of commercial plastic glazing. Scoring, peeling, and replacing the film allowed for fine edge 
control and color separation before it was finally discarded.

Doug Kessler
Three Oranges

Acrylic on Acrylic
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Gayla Shanahan 
Ocean Breeze  

Pastel

above and left
Kayla Long 

Halcyon Willow 
Mixed Media

This piece is made of over 50,000 staples and 
took over 100 hours to complete. The setting 
is based on an imagined place of tranquility, a 
place for withdrawing to think, to pray, and to 
have fellowship with God.

facing page, top
Jordan Jones 

Magical Cyanotype 
Cyanotype

I wanted to explore the relationship between foliage and sunlight 
through the photographic process of cyanotype.  I enjoy the idea of 
taking the camera completely out of the process by creating photograms.  
I wanted this to have a certain surreal and dreamlike quality about it.  

For a Drawing III assignment, I was to recreate an artist’s work. I chose my 
favorite American artist, Edward Hopper. I’m inspired by anything that creates an 
emotion or feeling in me, and I do art because it’s a fun.  
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Anne Bahgdanov 
Foggy Beach 

Photograph

Sheli Kurowski 
The World is Round 

Silver Gelatin Print

Jeff Rauch 
Grey City 

Digital Photography

I love shooting Portland, but most of its photographers are using the same patterns: 
“Portland bright and sunny” or “Portland at night.” I used an HDR conversion 
to show the city as most of us know it, incorporating the clouds and rain.  

Most of the time, I’m not a fan of going to the beach, seeing nothing but fog around me 
and feeling the cold wind through my jacket. This lonely tree and the rocks, however 
made me appreciate the environment. I hope to convey the serenity that all the nature 
here has to offer. Nature and inanimate objects inspire me to take photos.  

When I knew we were leaving Austin for good, I wanted to capture 
things about it that were recognizable as part of the city. Everyone in 
Texas knows the Austin 360 bridge; so at sunset, I climbed up and 
stood on the edge of the cliff to get this shot, using a fisheye lens.
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Carol Wright 
Red, White & Blue 

Digital Photography

I wanted to take a series of pictures that emulate consumerism in 
America today.  This picture was taken in a backyard that has things 
the owner never has time to work on, but continues to accumulate. 

Christine Eagon
 Vancouver Dada 2009

Digital Photography

I enjoy making portraits of  creative people in richly detailed environments. I used the 
available lighting and a hand held digital camera to make this documentary-style 
photo at the Vancouver Dada event. 

Adam Sloan 
The Christmas House 

Digital Photography

This picture gave me a sense of real Christmas, and it gives the viewer a 
glimpse into what the holiday spirit means for the homowner. I wanted 
the viewer to see that beauty doesn’t need to come in a new shiny hatbox. 

I used slow exposures to capture this image, and by accident, my nephew ran through the frame.The 
smoke and light in the background and the partly blurry figure of  my dad give this piece a magical, 
yet eerie feel. I get inspired by things I see in my everyday life that are different and beautiful.  

Emily Waters 
Fireworks

Digital Photography
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A Man’s Nonexistent Humility

he opens the door, and someone is screaming. his hands spring to his 
ears, blocking the sound; his eyes crinkle to slivers. he stands in yet 
another white-out, empty room, but he knows that’s just the begin-

ning. The lady’s screaming comes and goes as if on the wind, along with a sympho-
ny of noises bellowing with it. she’s screaming at someone. he drops his arms. he 
knows that scream well. suddenly, fuzzy images materialize out of thin air. To his 
left, a kitchen sink floats in midair before a musty countertop, and upper and lower 
well-worn cabinets build themselves into the scene, filling out into an L shape. A 
microwave appears on the countertop’s right, followed by a refrigerator. Pink and 
green eighties-style wallpaper forms the walls, the flowers spreading out from the 
furthest corner of the room, creating doorways and windows as it creeps towards 
the man. everything flickers in and out of focus like static on a television.

The living room unfolds to the man’s right as the wallpaper reaches that point, 
and two people stand in the center. A woman in her forties, his wife, stands ridged 
and furious, now talking very loudly at the person next to her. The man sees it’s 
himself standing beside the woman, looking glassy eyed. The man grimaces as he 
recognizes the memory playing out in front of him. Just one of many fights they’ve had 
in the last six months. Tonight, his wife is angry because he came home drunk again.

“i know, Marriene, i know! it won’t happen again, i promise,” the man spits 
back at her, a slur in his voice.

“Oh, like i’ve never heard that one before! it’s just going to happen again next 
week and the week after that and…”

is this why i’m leaving her? he asked himself. Because i dislike the way she 
yells at me for perfectly good reasons? The yelling is a little much, but i could have 
done something to keep that from happening. he stares at this image of himself in 
disgust because he knows this person in front of him is not seeing reason. This self-
ish drunkard that’s blocking me out, his humility. Lifting an arm, he rubs his eyes 
in frustration. he can’t seem to pinpoint where in his mind this all went wrong. 
he turns from the scene and walks back the way he came through the white door. 
That’s what the doors are for. The answer lies in one of them, and i will find it, he 
thinks. Determination washes over him as he turns the knob and pulls open the door.

in both directions, the blinding white hallway stretches into the distance, no 
turns or imperfections in the smooth surfaces. he bites his lip, trying to remember 
from which way he came. i turned right into that room. so i must have come from 
the left. he walks quickly. his peace of mind is somewhere in this hallway, some-
where in this orderly web of memories. he knows he would never leave Marriene 
for any reason less than cheating. Or would i? he wonders. in this place, his heart 
and mind feel light as rain. something’s missing that needs to be missing. he’s 
thinking clearly for the first time in who knows how long

finally, he reaches the next door. his hands shake as he grabs the knob. The 
memories are so random he never knows what he’s going to get, but they seem to be 
memories of his wife. Perhaps, these are things his subconscious mind wants him 
to see. he pulls it open and waits for the bombardment of yells and maybe even 
breaking glass but hears nothing. eyes wide, the scene unravels, and he’s on a hill 
overlooking a river and valley. The sun gleams through clouds bruised with shades 
of purples and flamingo pink. it sparkles off the water, making him gasp. he walks, 
brushing the long grass with his hands, and gapes at the looming willows at his 
back. The sound of laughter steals his mind, and he knows exactly where to look for 
the source. he runs past a grove of oak trees, through a patch of shorter grass, and 
out onto a ledge holding the most ancient, beautiful willow tree on the hill. Pulling 
back the strands of leaves like a curtain, he peers around the trunk and sees himself 
and Marriene lying together, looking out through the leaves towards the setting 
sun. Completeness. That’s what this was. it was our sanctuary that no one else 
knew about.

he remembers what it felt like to be here in her arms, to be entirely drowned in 
the world they created for themselves. he smiles as he thinks, when we were here, 
we were no longer two separate beings, but one entity, communicating through 

thoughts and actions. Nothing needed saying. she would think, “i love you,” and 
i would hug her closer to me and we would laugh. Reality hits him, and his smile 
fades as fast as it came. i can’t be here.

he sprints back to the door hovering at the peak of the hill and runs straight 
through it. slamming it shut, he falls to his knees, and with hands intertwined in 
his hair, smashes his elbows into the floor. The tears fall hot and fast, creating a 
small puddle under his face. his poor wife had been dragged into an illusion that 
slowly faded as time passed. in the beginning of their courtship, he put on his best 
behavior, and she never questioned him once. slowly, he changed, growing prideful, 
apologizing to no one and lying constantly to save face. he would never admit he 
was wrong and still won’t.

he takes a deep breath and gets to his feet. he has to stop, and this is the an-
swer. he takes off like a track star from the starting line and tears through the hall, 
swinging doors open left and right, trying to find a way to reach himself. he recog-
nizes every memory as they scramble together in each room and feels the same hap-
piness, hatred, loneliness and love that each brings. every emotion weighs on him 
like extra pounds. Their first argument over the meaning of an art piece. irritation 
and amusement are added to his load. his wife holds their first child and sings a sad 
lullaby to her. Love and adoration dig their claws into his shoulders, and he screams 
out in pain. sweat creates rivers down his face and neck, but he doesn’t stop run-
ning. every part of him is focused on Marriene who needs a man that will respect 

her and not take her for granted. i can’t give up. i can make myself be that man, he 
thinks. i will find a way to make this right.

A dead end comes up unexpectedly. All he can do to keep himself from shouting 
in frustration is clench his fists. Only one door remains, and he stands right in front 
of it. slowly, he opens it with eyes wide. Terrified, he steps inside, but there’s some-
thing different about the room. it’s black. The door slams behind him before he can 
reach for it, and he’s thrown into darkness and complete silence. The sound should 
have arrived already, he thinks. he waits and waits, growing more irritated by the 
second. his irritation slowly turns into fear as the minutes drag by; his attempts 
at finding the door are futile. Then, in the center of the blackness, a white circular 
beam appears, growing larger until it’s the size of a movie theater screen. The scene 
isn’t of anything in particular, just a screen focused on his living room. There’s 
a clutter of noise that sounds as if it’s coming from the kitchen. The screen shifts, 
moving across the living room, past the double doors that lead to the backyard and 
into the kitchen where his wife stands doing dishes. There is a lifting of the image, 
as if someone holding a video camera just stood up. That’s when he realizes what 
this is. This is the present. i’m looking out through my own eyes. Worry crosses his 
face when he understands. Barely audible, his wife says a few words to the air, not 
looking at him directly, and then sets something quietly on the kitchen table. The 
screen makes its way over to the table and lowers; he must have sat down. Divorce 
papers. The screen is wide enough to see the man’s wife in the background, washing 
the dishes. she cries silently, but the man’s eyes are not focused on her. The man 
doesn’t notice her, nor does he seem to care.

i am his humility. That’s what i am. i am the very thing he lacks. i feel light 
because i have no pride in me. it’s all out there. he stares forward, not really seeing. 
i’m not who she needs. i won’t change. i’ll never be the man she deserves.

sitting, he curls his legs up to his chest, trying to hold himself together. All 
alone in this abyss, he wonders if the man on the outside will ever let him out, ever 
let him become a part of that person again. As he watches the only woman he has 
ever loved walk out of his life, he cries.

He stares at this image of himself in 
disgust, because he knows this person 
in front of him is not seeing reason.

Afton Fullmer
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Thora L. Metzger 
The Model in Art Class 

Pastel on Paper

For this model from my Art class, I wanted to bring out the creaminess of her skin and the values in her hair. 
As well, I wanted to make it as realistic as possible. I found the best way to show these qualities in my work 
emerged from a head shot with minimal distractions from the model’s face.

Cambri Shanahan 
See Me 
Charcoal

I love creating really powerful pieces, and charcoal has always been my favorite medium 
for drawing.  I wanted this to be a moving, realistic piece that would make people stop and look at it. I love 
drawing and I think it will always be a part of my life.  

Michaela Patrick 
A Lovely Storm 
Digital Photography

During the surprise snowstorm this year, the car my friend Zach and I were in became stuck.  I wanted to capture 
our journey home.  Every moment contains something beautiful when you look at life like a novel, where every event 
and character is interconnected in ways that aren’t always apparent.  
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Margherita Nicotra
Letterforms

Pencil, Ink on Paper

Starting with different 
hand-drawn pictographs, 
I refined each letterform 
by gradually simplifying 
and stylizing, ending up 
with just a few strokes 
for my final ones.    

This piece is based on a newspaper article about a mentally ill 
man who murdered a woman and subsequently escaped from the 
mental institution where he was imprisoned. I loved how the 
charcoal went on the paper, but working with the newspaper was 
ridiculously difficult because the paper was thin and kept tearing.

Melinda Daugherty 
Murder Victim

Charcoal on Newspaper

Shannon Marie Prichard
Past, Present, Future

Ink on Bristol

This piece was an experiment with texture mapping. 
I intended to depict my life’s journey over the past few 
years. Where life once seemed distant and hard, it is 
now getting better as I move onward.  

Curtis Everett Townsend 
Christ Holding Man 

Watercolor

In this piece, I wanted to convey the salvation and redemption I found through Jesus Christ. 
Creating art carries me to another place of peace and tranquility. I plan to apply my artistic 
talents to the field of international business in an attempt to reduce world poverty.



ou sit down at the piano and almost see his hands tracing the keys. Moving like you’ve never 
seen hands move before, effortlessly, as if they always knew what to do. As if breathing.

his hands caressed that piano with the same gentleness he’d use to touch your arm, hold your 
chin, grab your hand. They brushed your temple, touched your lips, and produced that scratchy 
scrawl that might be recognized as handwriting.

You remember when the piano came into the apartment. The movers thought you were kidding 
when you said you needed to get a baby grand piano to the loft apartment at the top of the building. 
indeed, it wasn’t easy. The movers joked that they hoped you never planned to move it again. No, you 
told them, you didn’t. You thought about that the day he left, too. When he walked out and didn’t 
come back. he’d never not come back before.

You’re sitting at one end of the bench, as you always did when he was there. he’d play your favor-
ite, “Moonlight sonata,” and you’d watch his face as he closed his eyes, bowed his head. it was as if 
you could see his soul pouring out onto the keys. You could almost swear you saw it now.

Now the keys are dusty, the sheet music still on the floor where you swept it off in anger, shout-
ing. it was new music, pencil marks filling the margins in his delicate scrawl, notes smeared, as left-
handed writing often is. You, on the other hand, haven’t touched your guitar in so long. The feeling 
of disconnection is so great, you’re not even sure you ever have.

You haven’t slept properly since he’s been gone, which has been, what? six weeks? six months? 
More? You don’t have any concept of time anymore, not when, day and night, each second is equally 
agonizing. There’s a pillow and blanket on your couch; they’ve been there as long. You haven’t slept 
in your own bed because, somehow, he’s still there. 

in fact, you can’t believe all the places he can be, all at the same time. Writing at the piano, in the 
kitchen making a sandwich, in your bed sleeping like an angel. On the subway, you see his reflection 
in the glass as the lights dance past you. standing out on the balcony early in the morning, you feel his 
breath crosses your neck. Down at the Chinese restaurant the next block over, his smile pushes little 
creases into his eyes as he fumbles with his chopsticks.

You waited a long time. That’s how it worked, after all. The waiting. he’d call, or you’d call, or 
you’d talk to mutual friends. he’d just walk in the door, or be waiting for you when you got home. But 
no one called this time. You wanted to call so badly but just couldn’t. You’d taken it too far for the last 
time.

his voice echoes in your ears, both “i love you” and “i hate you.” even in anger, it was like a so-
nata. even without the gentle laugh, it rang with sweet measure. everything about him radiated with 
the magical intangibility of music. Maybe that was why you loved him so much. it was as if your heart 
stood in front of you, and you just had to reach out and grab it. Now you realize that’s exactly what 
this feeling is: your missing heart.

There’s a sound, a creak, in the apartment. You look up, past the trashed kitchen, past the mount-
ing mail on the table. What was that? since it was so quiet these days, to hear a sound was almost 
terrifying. You squint further into the darkened room. There, just passing through your peripheral 
vision– a movement. Wasn’t it? even though it doesn’t make sense, you hope.

“David?” The word breezes out of your mouth on its own, as if someone else said it on your be-
half. You wait. Your heart pounds. it’s quiet.

“David?” This time it’s too quiet for even you to hear. Your voice is raspy from disuse, and there’s 
something caught in your throat anyway.

You look back down in front of you, feeling foolish. And then comes the uncontrollable anguish. 
Your eyes close and your elbows crash into the keys of the piano, hands catching your face. What they 
can’t catch, however, are the rushing tears. They can’t catch his voice, which lingers, and they can’t 
catch his shadow, lurking just out of sight. They can’t catch the breaking pieces of your heart falling 
into oblivion.

You palm your phone for the thousandth time today. You check it again to see who’s called, to make sure the 
ringer’s volume is up, to be sure it’s even on at all.

No one’s called.

Somehow, you desperately want him to call you, but at the same time, you don’t. Because if you talk to him, 
if you hear that scratch in his voice or the lilt of his laugh, you’ll be gone again. Drawn in, sucked unwillingly and 
powerlessly into him. Out of your mind and beyond reason.

Michael never understood reason, it seemed. Arguing with him was rare, but when you did, it was bad 
because he just couldn’t see reason. And this time it was so bad that not only did you walk out with nothing more 
than what you had with you, you had every intention of not coming back. Though now you can hardly remem-
ber what started the argument, or even how it ended. Just that once again he was being unreasonable, and you 
weren’t going to put up with it anymore. One thing from that night rings in your memory, though, the thing 
keeping you angry and hurt all this time. As you pulled the front door closed behind you, he called you immature. 
And then, with a hitching laugh, he made a comment about how he shouldn’t be surprised.

Sometimes, his need to have the last word was insatiable.

You learned that word from him. Insatiable. Also, the words culpable, chagrin, juxtapose, ambiguity, ostenta-
tious, and trite. You learned so much from him every day. Every day, there’d be a word or a phrase, a random 
piece of trivia, or something he saw on Discovery Channel. He described to you how the moon affects the waves, 
how the planets align, and all about Newton’s Third Law of Motion.

Before him, you’d never been so exposed, so fascinated, by everything in the whole entire universe.  It was like be-
ing reborn, opening your eyes for the first time, over and over and over. And you were drawn to it. You couldn’t help 
it. Your heart drew you closer and closer all the time, in an orbit.  Its force a million times stronger than your mass. 

“Stop it,” you say to yourself. “Stop thinking about him.” If this keeps on, you’ll be looking at photographs 
next, then reading old text messages. Then you’ll call, or fly back out there, and once that happens, you’ll be 
caught again. Caught in his orbit, always circling.

You drop the phone on your bed next to you. It’s getting darker here in the basement of your parents’ house. 
No one has disturbed you all day. You know your mother is doing the hard work of keeping them away, and the 
even harder work of keeping herself away. You think about going upstairs, but you just can’t. You wish you could 
will the piano down to you, but instead, you settle for the next best thing. You get up from the bed, wobbly on legs 
which haven’t been in much use today, and sit at your old standby. Lucia, the first electric keyboard you ever 
owned. Her keys are familiar to you, more familiar than anything else you know, and your fingers fit right into 
the worn grooves. You close your eyes.

You don’t need one scrap of music to play your most riveting and perfect performance of “Moonlight Sonata.”

When you wake up, it’s after five. You’ve been sleeping all day. sometimes, it’s the only way to 
suppress the pain lingering like a heavy cloak on your heart, to turn off your brain, to keep yourself 
from thinking so much. You’re starving. You realize you haven’t eaten in ages, which isn’t surprising. 
it’s been hard to eat at all, feeling very little else but pain these days. You grab your keys off the table, 
pull on your jacket, and slip on your boots. Out the door you go, but not before grabbing your aviator 
sunglasses. They both block the brightness of day and conceal the fatigue in your eyes.

For the fiftieth time since you decided to come, you ask yourself why you’re here. You could still turn back. But 
you’re on the street now, the one you could trace with your eyes closed, and that would be an awfully expensive trip 
to the Central Park Zoo for the afternoon. You had the cab driver let you out about five blocks away and stood there 
for a moment in front of a fresh vegetable stand, looking lost and ridiculous. You can see the building towering above 
the buildings around it, and you remember the incredible view from up there. You step out into the street.

At the end of this block is what you consider the best kept secret in the city, the Union Jack Pub. 
You’ve gotten to know the owner, and you hope he’ll be there because he often gets you anything you 
want, even off-menu, and usually doesn’t make you pay extra for the special treatment, no matter 
how much you insist. Of course, whoever’s waiting on you that day gets a tip equaling about what you 
would have paid in extras normally, so the wait staff had started bribing the host to seat you in their 
section. You usually prefer the window, but because of the flattery of being the most sought-out cus-
tomer to set foot in the Union Jack, you accept a seat towards the back, close to the bar where smokers 
are still secretly welcome.

The sights and smells take hold of you, as you knew they would. You never believed this place could possibly 
be on the same planet as that small, conservative town where you grew up, let alone the same country. Something 
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about it is seductive, even with all its crime, dirt, and liberal hysteria. Maybe that is exactly what is seductive 
about it. Or maybe it’s him, as well. The most seductive place on earth was anywhere he was. You pass the Union 
Jack, and your heart lodges in your throat. You’re a block away.

You punch the elevator buttons without looking at them. Your hands are moving again as if drawn by a power 
not your own. The ride seems shorter than it’s ever been, and when you step out at the end of it, it’s like you’re 
gliding on one of those moving sidewalks from The Jetsons. Then you’re standing at the door and you don’t know 
if you should knock or just go in. It is your home, after all. At least technically. Your hand glides into your pocket, 
making the decision for you. You fumble with the keys for a second, finally picking out the right one, and as your 
hand moves closer to the door, a thought passes through you. He might have changed the locks. Hell, he might 
have moved. The key slides into the keyhole without the slightest sign of friction. You turn the knob and push the 
door slowly open.

You peek around the door into half-darkness. You don’t know what to expect. A shout, a gasp, a punch in the 
face? Swinging the door all the way open, you realize he’s not in the immediate area. You step in, letting the door 
click closed behind you. You stand there for an eternity before you softly say his name into the abyss. Again you 
say it, louder this time. “Are you here?” You scan your surroundings. “Michael, are you here?”

it’s three beers before your dinner comes. As expected, Liam brings you another one. You don’t 
refuse. it’s not the first time you’ve medicated yourself with the dark syrup of a foamy Guinness. Or 
a case. Liam knows he’s like a dealer, but he’s also from ireland. That’s how he’d do it, too. You take 
your time eating, though you can hardly taste it. You were starving when you came in, but as soon as 
you take a bite of that succulent golden fish, you instantly feel full again. it’s a shame, for you know 
it’s the best fish and chips in the city. When Liam comes back ten minutes later to check on you, you 
ask him to wrap it up. in the bag he brings back, there’s also a giant slab of Guinness cake and one 
more bottle for the road.

You move across the kitchen, which is in complete disarray. It’s obvious he hasn’t cleaned, washed dishes, or 
bought groceries in ages. There’s a Mount Everest of mail on the table. You glance at the things piled on the top. An 
unopened letter from his brother, something addressed to both of you that’s clearly a wedding invitation, several 
“last notice” unpaid bills. Your feet carry you through to the living room, where books and papers are stacked 
haphazardly. A pizza take-out box littered with crusts is balanced on the coffee table, and a pillow and blanket are 
strewn across the couch. You touch the pillow as you would touch his face if he were there right now.

You thank Liam for everything and head out the door. As you retrace your steps back home, all 

you want is a hot shower and sleep. sleep was becoming a defense mechanism, just like the Guinness. 

You muscle open the lobby door to your building. it’s more difficult when you’re sleepy and fuzzy. 
Your boots sound loud against the hardwood floor, and if it wasn’t you making the noise, you’d prob-
ably have made a snarky comment to the offender. You punch the elevator button without looking 
properly, but you couldn’t anyway if your life depended on it. You wait. And wait. fucking elevators 
always take forever when you just want to go upstairs, take a shower, and fade into unconsciousness. 
finally, the floor light reaches ground level and you hear the elevator creak as it settles into its resting 
place. The doors slide open.

He isn’t there, so you wonder where he could be. You wonder if you should stay. Would that be weird? But 
where would you go instead? You pause another moment before deciding you’ll go for a walk. Getting some fresh 
air may prove helpful later. You head for the door and suddenly feel a wave of panic. This is your chance to get 
out, to not do this. Just get on the elevator, escape the building, get a block away and you’re out of range again– out 
of the orbit. It rolls around in your mind as you take the longest elevator ride of your life. This damn elevator 
knows when you’re anxious. It only goes fast when you want more time and slow when you’re trying to flee. You 

finally step out into the eerily empty lobby. You get halfway past the restroom before you decide to use it, ducking 
inside at the last moment.

You take a minute to look at yourself in the mirror. Your eyes are tired and dark along the bottom, like 
smeared eyeliner. How can you go through with this? How can you retain your control if you just go back again? 
You wash your hands slowly. This is your chance to make a break for it. This was a stupid idea. You’re consumed 
with the desperation of wanting to walk out onto the street, hail a cab, and then get in and drive away. Forever. 
You dry your hands and push against the men’s room door.

You figure there are about forty people on the elevator. You hold the door impatiently as children, 
the elderly, and one person in a wheelchair pour out as slowly as possible. Just as you’re about to step 
in, some jackass sweeps by in front of you. Why did people do that? Why did they think that just be-
cause you’re holding the door you’ve suddenly volunteered to be the doorman?

Your eyes scan the suddenly busy lobby. You’re surprised by all the people milling about. A couple teenagers 
laughing, a man checking his mail, two children chasing one another as their mother rings the bell at the door-
man’s desk. Near the elevator, you see some punk kid cut off the guy holding the door open for people. How annoy-
ing. You always hated it when people would do that to...

“Michael?”

At first you don’t hear it. it’s noisy, you’re distracted and tired, and you never believe it when you 
hear it anymore anyway. Not until he says it again, louder, do you turn your head. Your hand slides 
off the side of the elevator door, and it closes as if it, too, has been waiting impatiently. Your vision is 
blurry, and it’s difficult to make out anything right in front of you, let alone thirty feet away.

He looks like death. He’s lost weight, and his hair looks as if birds have taken up residence in it. He pulls off 
his aviators and squints.

The vision of him is a dream, like those you’ve been waking from with your heart racing. Only 
now it’s different. Now, even through foggy vision and a sleepy head, you are certain it’s real. it’s most 
definitely real.

Once again, you’re there, facing the pull that’s impossible to fight. Only now do you realize it’s completely 
scientific, this thing. The forces of nature cannot be fought. Your feet creep forward.

All noise has left your head. All noise, that is, except for the muffled clatter of your sunglasses on 
the floor, followed promptly by a crash. You are only partially aware that’s what Guinness sounds 
like when it hits a hardwood floor, only cushioned by some cold fish and chips. Your feet lurch into 
movement.

Your head races with words, though none of them know how to make it to your mouth.

in a fraction of a second, you size one another up.

He smells like beer and cigarette smoke. 

Your lips crash together, hands clutching one another. You grip him as if you’re trying to pull him 
into yourself, like you’re returning a missing part of you to where it belongs.

His grip is almost too much. You gasp for air.

“i’m so sorry,” you say.

“No,” you reply. “I’m sorry. I love you, Michael Cook.”

“i love you even more, David Cunningham.”

Your face is burning with hot tears. So is his.

“God damn it, Davy, don’t ever leave me. Don’t ever.” You palm the back of his head, kneading it 
with your fingers.

“i won’t,” you reply. “i can’t. it’s– it’s very scientific. Gravity.” he traps you again with his lips, 
like the moon and the waves.

his soul bleeds from his pores. An intangible spark.

A thousand miles to this. how’d you ever leave?

You’re consumed with the desperation of wanting to 
walk out onto the street, hail a cab, and then get in 
and drive away. Forever.
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The ceramic shoe project was one of 
my favorites, where we had to bring in 
a shoe and make a manipulated ver-
sion of it out of clay. I wanted to show 
that no matter how small a sentence 
may be in a poem or story, it can take 
you to another land completely.  

Tori Duke 
What it Takes to 

Get Lost in a Book 
Ceramic  

Hillary Rose Dawson 
Twinkle, Twinkle 

Little Bat 
Digital Art

This reinterpretation of the tea party 
in Alice	in	Wonderland was a 
visual final for one of my classes. I’m 
inspired by Disney and hope to work 
for them in the future. 

Kelsay J. Apling
Gracie

Silver Gelatin Print

I was interested in this photograph because I felt the sepia-tone tied in with 
the peacefulness of Gracie sleeping. I like to photograph things that strike my 
interest, mostly animals and nature. 

I was struck by these girls’ 
outfits and the way they 
were standing together, 
as if they stepped out of 
another place and time.  

Kelly Keigwin 
Mary Had A Little Lamb 

Silver Gelatin Print 

 I liked the idea of taking an old 
fairytale and rebuilding it in a 
visual story, retelling parts of 
Alice	in	Wonderland through 
photographic storytelling.

Hilliary Rose Dawson 
Alice 

Mixed Media
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I created this to convey the deeper meaning behind this animal and how it expresses a part of me.  The peacock 
is a symbol of deep knowing, royalty, eternal life, spirit, silent strength, confidence, and beauty.  I’m inspired to 
create by the night sky, emotion, unlimited joy, endless unconditional love, and the beauty of a shining promise.  

Audrey Carson
Deep

Acrylic on Canvas

This was originally created for First Independent Bank’s Next 100 contest. I thought of the next one 
hundred years and how the choices we make every day are going to be critical to the well-being of our 
tomorrow. I feel that too many people are distracted by the fires of our consumer crisis to notice that 
there are still uncharted paths to take.  

Kayla Mayer 
The Next 100 Choices 

Acrylic on Masonite

This book is a compilation of ideas and emotions. I love how I was able to combine so many 
different elements in it. Each different page is a new work of art. Everything inspires me to 
create, such as things in nature, other artwork, colors, shapes, just about anything.  

Ciarra Lord
above & below Finished & Uncompleted

Acrylic/Ink/Watercolor/Collage on Old Book
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Dilamos closed his eyes and took in several deep 
breaths, steadying his beating heart in preparation for 
the night ahead. As always, his hands were shaky and 

moist with sweat, but he was determined to make it through 
a single day without proving himself the inept, slow-witted 
boy everyone thought he was. he focused on the cool stone 
beneath his bare feet and the pungent smell of burning torches 
on the other side of the door, calming his nerves with the com-
fortable surroundings. With one last inhalation, he opened 
his eyes and quickly pushed open the warped wooden door, 
stepping out into the expansive corridor.

“Watch where you’re going!” Lodest snapped as Dilamos 
collided with his heavily muscled form and fell back onto the 
hard floor of his quarters. The big man glowered down at him, 
his small, mean eyes nearly lost in the mass of dark hair en-
veloping his face. fearing another beating, Dilamos cringed, 
trying to make himself as small as possible, but Lodest merely 
snorted in disgust and grabbed him by the nape of the neck. 

“stop laying around and get to work!” he yelled right in 
the boy’s face before throwing Dilamos down the hall toward 
the dimly lighted tavern.

The boy curled his limbs and tucked his head close to his 
chest, rolling with the momentum when he collided with the 
ground. By the time he came to a stop, he was able to climb 
to his feet with only a few new scrapes and bruises along his 
arms and back. he bore many deep scars from such clumsiness 
in the past and counted himself lucky he’d suffered nothing 
worse

“slave scum,” Lodest snarled, spitting on the floor. With 
a last glare, he lumbered out of sight around the corner. his 
heavy footsteps receded down the staircase leading to the cel-
lar where kegs of beer and bottles of alcohol were stored.

Grimacing at a long scratch down his forearm, Dilamos 
stepped through the doorless arch into the tavern. he had to 
squint to make out the wooden bar and tables, both from the 
poor lighting and the perpetual cloud of rank smoke hang-
ing in the air. Lodest kept the torches low in order to create as 
many dark areas as possible, places where patrons would feel 
comfortable when making their shady deals with one another. 
More than once, Dilamos overheard thieves discussing their 
next target or men enlisting assassins to kill their neighbors. 

On the outer edge of harrelen city, the building attracted 
mostly criminal types, so there also tended to be a number 
of fights commencing at any given time. The boy could make 
out at least three in progress as he snaked through the narrow 
pathways between tables and people, dodging as a man was 
thrown from one of the brawls.

There were a large number of customers eating, drink-
ing, and arguing that night, but with the exceptionally cool 
weather lately, it didn’t surprise Dilamos. The Wyvern Claw 
Tavern was the last before travelers entered the desert, draw-
ing in both those returning and those planning to set out the 
next day. Often, he heard the tavern was unusually big for an 
establishment of its nature, but he had nothing to compare it 
to, having never set foot outside the tan stone building. This 
prolonged imprisonment compounded with his hatred of ev-
erything else about it, the grime-smeared floors, the constant 
noise, and the crude drunkards who frequented it. But no 
matter how much he wished he could leave, it would never 
happen. With a sigh, Dilamos made his way behind the bar 
and dunked one of the waiting rags into a bucket of gray water. 
it was his responsibility to keep the tables moderately clean 
and to take the used dishes to the back, scrubbing them with 
sand. This gave the barmaids more time to serve and flirt, giv-
ing the men a strong incentive to return the next night.

Not wanting to encounter Lodest when the bartender 
made his way back, Dilamos quickly wrung out the worn 
piece of cloth and slipped into the main walkway. As he wove 
through the crowded room to the nearest empty table, he 
came face to face with selia, the youngest barmaid. she gave 
him a small smile, nearly hidden behind her long auburn hair, 
before brushing past him carrying a tray of glasses filled with 
alcoholic drinks in a myriad of bright colors. Dilamos looked 
after her for a moment, then wiped his nose on a dirt-stained 
sleeve, pushed his brown hair out of his eyes, and set to work 
on the splintery surface of the table. selia, at fourteen, was 
three years older than he, but despite their age difference, they 
became close friends. some days she would visit him through 
the window hole of the tiny room he shared with the resident 
wyvern, Vor, even though they both knew the consequences if 
Lodest found out.

Dilamos ducked the flailing arms of several brawling 

men and threw the rag onto the dark wood of the next table 
over, making a show of wiping it off. he knew far too well 
the dirty cloths he used did more to add filth than remove it, 
but when he pointed this out to Lodest, he’d received such a 
severe whipping for his impudence he could hardly move for 
five days. Before he could complete his cleaning, the fight-
ing bunch tumbled onto the table, yelling threats and curses 
as they continued beating on each other. he stepped back 
and waited patiently until they crashed onto the floor, then 
jumped over the tangle of limbs and torsos to reach the other 
half of the tabletop.

having finished with the rag, wrinkling his nose at the 
grimy layer left behind, Dilamos piled up the numerous plates 
and glasses from the two tables and started toward the broad 
hallway, steadying the unwieldy stack with each careful step. 
Most of the earthenware dishes still had a good amount of 
bread on them, and the smell of leftover branu meat made his 
empty stomach growl. These table scraps were the only sus-
tenance he got each day, and it would be a welcome change to 
feel a full belly. he made a mental note to save some of the re-
mains for Vor. The runty wyvern was set free in the tavern af-
ter it closed to catch the small lizards and rodents that plagued 
the city, but it hadn’t eaten much the past few days, acting 
sluggish and disoriented. he worried it was getting sick.

Distracted by his thoughts, Dilamos’ toes caught on the 
rough stone floor when he was almost beneath the open arch-
way. he lost his balance, falling forward. The dishes flew from 
his arms and tumbled through the air before shattering to 
pieces on the ground.

The boy stared in horror at the shards of glass and pottery 
as the entire room went still. One of the men behind him gave 
an evil chuckle and a few more joined in. Regulars at the tav-
ern liked nothing more than to watch Dilamos get disciplined 
for his blunders, and the boy knew it would be bad this time. 
Very bad. Dread gripped his insides at the distinctive sound of 
Lodest’s heavy footsteps, then he was roughly jerked from the 
floor by the back of his thin, tattered shirt.

Lodest only had two emotions, angry and furious, and 
judging by the flames burning in the barkeeper’s black eyes, 
Dilamos knew he faced the latter.

“You stupid boy!” the big man bellowed, shaking him so 

hard his teeth rattled in his head. squeezing his eyes shut, Di-
lamos braced himself for the pain that would soon come, but 
as the crowd took bets on how many blows it would take before 
he lost consciousness, he heard someone walk into the tavern 
and stop in the doorway.

When no fist connected with his face, Dilamos risked lift-
ing an eyelid to peer at his punisher. Lodest’s arm was raised to 
strike, but his eyes focused on the newcomer, as were those of 
everyone else. Alarmed by their awed, frightened expressions, 
Dilamos swiveled his head around to see the new arrival for 
himself. A tall, broad-shouldered figure with an overwhelm-
ing air of authority stood blocking the entrance. Though the 
torchlight was too dim for Dilamos to distinguish the face, an 
icy chill froze every muscle in his body and his lungs seized up. 
he would recognize his father’s silhouette anywhere.

Zeram Metcalas took several steps forward, booted feet 
soundless as they made contact with the ground. Dressed 
entirely in black, he cut an imposing figure among the sea of 
more practical browns and tans. With possession of almost 
half the city’s establishments, he held a widespread reputation 
both for his keen business sense, as well as his ruthless nature. 
None dared oppose him, especially Dilamos. he knew the mo-
ment he tried to escape the life chiseled out for him by Zeram, 
he would be brutally killed to prove to the entire populace that 
even Zeram’s own flesh and blood wasn’t safe from swift retri-
bution at any hint of defiance. Merciless, blood red eyes bored 
into the boy’s, and he cowered in Lodest’s grip.

“Leave him to me,” Zeram directed, his soft voice audible 
to all in the utter silence. shrugging, Lodest dropped Dilamos 
on top of the broken remains of the dishes and backed away. 
Despite the fact several small, jagged pieces sliced into his 
arms and chest, the boy shakily pushed himself to a standing 
position, head bowed in submission. he didn’t even attempt to 
escape his fate, focusing instead on throwing up mental barri-
ers against the intense agony he was about to endure. With his 
father dealing the blows, he would be left able to work, but not 
without considerable pain that would last for weeks. Grabbing 
Dilamos by the throat, Zeram attacked.

The first blow connected solidly with the boy’s ribs, fol-
lowed by a sharp jab to the kidneys. he hissed in a breath, 
but managed to keep quiet, having trained himself years ago 

Dilamos lay there limply, wish-
ing with every fiber of his soul he 
coulD escape into the blackness 
hovering arounD the eDges of 

his minD anD never return.by Jessica astle
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to keep from crying out from something as common as pain. 
Zeram threw a punch to his shoulder, then one to the thigh, 
cheek, side, stomach, an endless barrage of attacks he lost 
track of, all blurring together into one continuous stream of 
torture. each strike was met with a cheer from the audience, 
followed by jeering and laughter. With a final box to the ear, 
Zeram let the boy collapse, no longer able to support himself 
with muscles already weak from hunger. Dilamos lay there 
limply, wishing with every fiber of his soul he could escape 
into the blackness hovering around the edges of his mind and 
never return.

Through the buzzing in his head, Dilamos made out 
Zeram giving instructions for him to be locked in his sleep-
ing area for the next three days without food. A meaty hand 
latched onto his ankle, and dragged him through the sharp 
fragments still on the floor, adding several more cuts to his 
collection. While Lodest hauled him away, the crowd called 
out insults and threw bones and globs of fat after him as he 
was pulled down the corridor. The bartender pulled open the 
cracked wooden door to his room and chucked him inside, 
locking it with a laugh that resonated down the hall as the 
man ambled back to tend to the tavern customers.

Dilamos stayed where he’d been thrown for a long time, 
unable to summon the strength to shove himself upright. he 
heard the clank of Vor’s chain as the wyvern tried to draw 
closer to him, but after a while, it settled down and all was qui-
et save for his ragged breaths echoing around the stone room. 
After what felt like hours, he managed to claw his way to the 
nearest wall and prop his tender back against it. his entire 
body felt like it was on fire, and just moving the short distance 
made him dizzy.

Pushing itself with its wing arms, the small green wyvern 
crept the extent of its leash to rub its scaly head against the 
boy’s fingers, looking up at him with sad, sky blue eyes. With 
a faint smile, Dilamos ran a hand over the creature’s rough 
back. it suffered as much as he did, if not more. The majestic 
maroon wings were tattered and full of jagged holes, its pelt 
was pockmarked with missing scales, and much of the gold 
ridge along its spine had broken off. During the day, Lodest 
kept it chained to a metal spike driven deep into the floor, only 
releasing it for those few hours each night to drive away ver-
min. The boy and wyvern kept each other company, finding 
comfort in the other’s presence.

Dilamos sat stroking the dragon-like creature’s side, trac-
ing each prominent rib as he let himself envision a life without 

his father or Lodest, a life outside the tavern, a life of freedom. 
he didn’t realize he’d drifted off until Vor startled him awake 
by nipping his pinky. his sudden movement made every mus-
cle spasm and he gasped, closing his eyes against the flashes of 
red streaking through his mind.

“Dilamos!” someone whispered in alarm.
When he could think clearly, Dilamos turned his head 

toward the barred window from where the familiar voice 
had come. “selia?” he called back, surprised at how raspy 
he sounded. in the faint moonlight, he noticed a shocking 
amount of dried blood coating the rough material of his 
clothes, enough to cover his entire chest, with some smeared 
on the ground beside him from the cuts on his arms. he felt a 
faint twinge of regret that it hadn’t been enough to carry him 
out of his nightmarish existence forever.

A fist reached through the metal bars and waved at him in 
acknowledgement. “i have something to help with your inju-
ries,” the barmaid answered softly.

Gritting his teeth, Dilamos positioned himself beneath her 
closed hand, supporting himself against the wall. “You can 
drop it.”

selia unclenched her fingers and several fresh flowers 
floated onto Dilamos’s lap. he recognized the miniature white 
sandeaters right away, named for their cone-like shape that 
filled with sand during storms. They were well known for 
their medicinal qualities, one being the reduction of pain for 
about half a day. Without hesitation, he put the largest flower 
in his mouth and thoroughly crushed it between his teeth, ex-
tracting every drop of liquid from its petals before swallowing 
the remaining pulp. it might have been his imagination, but 
he felt better almost immediately.

“Thanks,” Dilamos said, putting as much gratitude into 
the single word as possible while keeping his tone low to avoid 
attracting attention. “But aren’t you supposed to be working 
right now?”

The barmaid’s fingertips bunched together, her signed ver-
sion of a smile when they communicated through the wall of 
his room. “i finished a little while ago and came back to give 
you the sandeaters. After what Zeram did, i was worried about 
you.”

Dilamos frowned. if she was finished for the night, that 
meant he’d been asleep for nearly four hours. Lodest would 
come for the wyvern soon, and if the barkeeper caught selia 
helping him, she would be punished with a whipping, if noth-
ing worse. Before he could point that out to her, she dropped 

a cloth-wrapped bundle down and withdrew her 
hand. he stared at the package in confusion.

“A little bread and meat to keep up your strength,” 
selia explained, anticipating his question. “i’ll come 
back tomorrow with some water.”

“No, selia, wait–,” Dilamos hissed, gathering 
his energy to throw back the valuable food. By 
the time he was ready to make the attempt, she 
had already tapped the wall in farewell and run 
off. With no other options, he quickly stuffed 
the bundle under his ragged shirt and positioned 
himself on his side, curling his knees up to hide 
the bulge. 

Not a minute later, the heavy bolt of the door 
yanked back. Dilamos shut his eyes as Lodest 
stumbled in, the strong odor of smoke and al-
cohol entering with him. Muttering under his 
breath, the bartender freed the wyvern from 
its thick chain and dragged it away by the collar, 
slamming the door shut behind him. Dilamos 
heard the scrape of the key in the lock, followed by 
Vor’s whimpering as it was hauled down the corridor.

When it seemed safe to do so, Dilamos sat up again 
and retrieved the food package, carefully removing the 
string holding the coarse fabric together and tying it to his 
rope belt for possible use later. he evaluated the half loaf of 
stale bread and sheet of dried branu meat, mentally ration-
ing it to last the length of his imprisonment before ripping 
off a piece of jerky and stuffing it into his mouth. Although 
it made his bruised face hurt, he chewed the bite slowly, 
forcing himself to savor every morsel of the nourishing suste-
nance. even so, it didn’t take long for him to finish the small 
portion since there had been very few leftover scraps for him to 
eat over the last week. he needed all his willpower to wrap up 
the remaining food to save for when he really needed it.

holding the precious bundle close to his chest, Dilamos 
crawled to the far end of the tiny room and 
jammed his fingers into a long crack separat-
ing the corner from the rest of the stone 
floor. steeling himself, he strained his 
arm and lifted the triangular section up, 
revealing the hollow pocket sheltering his 
few belongings, mostly things brought 
to him by selia over the last few years. 
The collection included a sheet of 

parchment he’d used to learn his letters and figures, a leather 
pouch that usually held a store of white sandeaters, and 

a dry water skin he hadn’t refilled in weeks. he put the 
remaining flowers in the empty pouch and set the food 
on top of everything else, then lowered the piece of floor 

back down, hiding the treasures from sight.
Dilamos brushed sand into the gap to conceal the loose 

corner before tightening his belt around his mostly 
empty stomach to keep the hunger pangs at bay. he 

lay back, staring at the bars of moonlight illuminated 
on the wall beside him, and wondered if he would ever 

get to see the black desert sands bathed in the pale light 
like selia described. his body ached from his beating, 
but it was the inner sting of longing that made him take 
in a shallow, agonizing breath, letting it out in a frus-
trated huff. The action sent a sharp spear of pain jolting 
through his side and he closed his eyes against it. he 
knew once he might have cried from the pain, anger, 
and yearning that burned within him, but he could no 
longer bring himself to weep, having shed all his tears 
years ago when he still carried a measure of hope 

within him. instead, the boy just sighed, feeling his 
heart shudder with crippling despair. ❧
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Andrew W. Jans 
above Riven

left Sunrise on the Mountain
Welded Steel

With Riven, I wanted to show 
that our lives can seem neat, 
like a box, but that something 
terrible inside can rip out, causing 
pain and confusion. While for 
Sunrise	on	the	Mountain, 
I wanted to explore the intersection 
of shapes and working with forms 
in steel. I took inspiration from the 
sunrise over Mt. Hood. After a 
life-changing event, I re-evaluated 
where my life was going and 
decided to pursue the first thing I 
loved as a child - Art. 

I created this because I broke five vertebrae 
in my lower back. When I began, I 
was not intentionally referencing my 
back injury, but upon completion, I 
realized that my experience influenced 
my decisions.  Stacking repetitive pieces 
has always appealed to me as a means of 
sculptural expression.  

Eric Zuaro 
Lone Through Fire 

Welded Steel

Amanda J. Appel
Whale 

Driftwood & Wire

I wanted to make a wire sculpture, and I’ve always 
liked whales, so I put the two together. I really like 
that I can take ideas from my head and make them 
into something everyone else can see, too. But the 
satisfaction I get after I make something is enough of 
an inspiration for me to continue creating things.
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I intended to convey calming and meaning ful lines that move from top to bottom as a real 
tree does. The roots reach out of the ground, representing that we have many choices and ways 
of branching out. The outdoors is a way to escape and do what I feel. Working with clay is 
exactly the same. I can create a world I want, and then escape to it.  

Kylee L. Brewer 
Weeping Tree 

Ceramic

Kelly M. Chastain   
Bad Mannikins 
Digital Photography 

I love doing things that are unexpected and funny. Irony and humor drive a lot of what I 
do. I wanted to convey the irony of a sketching mannequin painting a person, as opposed to 
a person painting a sketching mannequin. Everything inspires me. Everything has a story.

Jordan Jones 
Fallen Horse

Ceramic

I created this work as a ceramics project which is intended to convey horse shoes. 
Horses are inspirational to create. I plan on creating more fun sculptures.
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“Can you believe this mess?”
i looked up into a pair of dazzling green eyes. i couldn’t speak for a mo-

ment, taking in the scenery around them. The face was firmly built, with dark 
hair surrounding pale skin and a slightly crooked nose dotting the middle of it. his mouth 
smiled at me as he nodded his head towards the television.

We played CNBC in the café around the clock, keeping the volume muted, but the closed 
captions on. There were two experts debating over what the virus would do to the steadily 
declining economy. My skin prickled enough to make me shiver, almost as if i knew subcon-
sciously the virus would affect me somehow. i shook my head to banish the thought.

“Yeah, it’s pretty crazy,” i said, looking up again at that gorgeous profile. Lord, if you do 
anything for me my whole life, please don’t let my mouth hang open.

“sure is. honestly, i think it’s more than a government fuck-up. Government conspiracy, 
more like. You know, another way to track the population, that kind of shit.” he smiled slyly 
at me, and two men at a nearby table fidgeted in their chairs. Great, he’s the cutest guy i’ve 
seen in a long time, and he’s a paranoid schizoid.

“What can i get you?” i asked a little impatiently.
“What would you recommend?” he leaned against the counter towards me. Best to nip 

this in the bud right now.
“That you order and wait on the other side of the counter. My line is getting longer.” i 

couldn’t keep the coldness out of my voice when i was irritated like this.
“Tall triple shot mocha, lots of whip.” he stuck his tongue between his teeth, leering at me 

and handed over a fifty. i checked the authenticity by holding it up to the light, counting his 
change, and stalking off to the espresso machine to make his drink.

Watching him out of the corner of my eye, i noticed he didn’t just walk, he sauntered. This 
man was very sure of himself; it seemed his perfect smile never faltered. Get a grip, Abbey, i 
checked myself. The guy is certifiable. But that didn’t stop me from thinking of all the fun we 
could have if he weren’t.

“Doesn’t that hurt?” he asked.
i narrowed my eyebrows questioningly. he pointed to my arm. Lost in thought, i had let 

the milk boil over, and it spilled down my arm. i flinched too late, not feeling even a warm 
sensation. for some reason, the man smiled wider at my weak attempt to hide my mishap. i 
handed him his coffee, scowling when he took a window seat and picked up The seattle Times. 
Looking down at my arm, i realized there was no burn or mark of any kind. i pulled my 
sleeves down and turned back to the register.

By the time my shift ended, i was exhausted. We had more customers than normal and 
my boss told me the cold weather was to blame. i stepped outside onto the crunchy ice, scowl-
ing at the sparkling white covering the streets and sidewalks. Not having gotten my morning 
run in put off my whole day. When i made the transfer to University of Washington, i hadn’t 
been thinking about the weather, just a change of scenery and the lush green pictures in the 
brochures. i walked the four blocks back to my apartment, noticing several sleek, black sUVs 
driving up and down the street. something about them sent my skin tingling again, remind-
ing me of the earlier news report. The economy was hitting an all time low, but so many 
people could still afford these outrageous vehicles. i wasn’t thinking about carbon footprints 

when the chill ran down my spine again. i quickened my pace, reaching the front stoop with relief.
The only thought on my mind was a shower. i had taken one earlier that morning, but it 

was so hurried i needed to try again. i turned the hot knob on my shower to full, then twisted 
the cold about a centimeter. i rolled my blue sweater over my head and peeled my faded jeans 
from my hips, taking my cotton panties with them

i stepped into the shower and let the steam fill my lungs. i could feel the dim sensation 
of hot water bouncing off of my skin, drenching my waist length, dirty blonde hair. i stood 
under the spout for twenty straight minutes until the steam disappeared. With an unsatisfied 
sigh, i turned the knobs to the off position and ran the terrycloth fabric viciously across my 
body, willing my skin to feel the friction. i wrapped the towel around my hair and stepped 
onto the tiled floor, reaching to the sink for my green sweats and white tank top. Pulling them 
on, i looked in the mirror.

i looked and felt the same as i did before the virus. i was sure my DNA test would come up 
negative for the genetic glitch that meant i was a candidate for contamination, and my loss 
of feeling was just an age thing. i sounded like my grandmother at twenty-five. An age thing. 
i peered into the mirror, twitching my mouth from side to side and raising my eyebrows, 
attempting to detect anything out of place.

Now that i thought about it, we hadn’t been given specific details of what to look for. The 
official warning was that an airborne virus had escaped a military lab in southern California 

near Death Valley and was 
quickly spreading over the 
continent. The side effects could 
include confusion, paranoia, 
and unexplainable changes 
in evolutionary make-up. i 
searched all my textbooks and 
Googled the latter, trying to 
figure out what could change 

the evolutionary make-up of a person. The public may not have known what the virus did, 
exactly, but nearly every person in North America gave a hair follicle. No one knew what 
happened to the contaminates. The prickling sensation trickled down my neck again.

i was brought out of my reverie by an unfamiliar ding and a clunk as something heavy fell 
to the pale blue tile of my bathroom floor. i looked down to see what could only be described 
as an animal tranquilizer. The needle was thick and would’ve been extremely long if it 
weren’t bent at a ninety-degree angle. i leaned down to pick it up, completely nonplussed at 
how such a thing wound up in my bathroom. The tingling on my neck was more pronounced 
than it had been all day. My bathroom door creaked quietly, and i looked up into a pair of 
hazel eyes surrounded by a thick, black ski mask. The body belonging to the eyes was bulky, 
emphasized by the black sWAT gear, and held a tranquilizer gun that looked like a prop for 
Jurassic Park. his eyes shot down to the heavy ammo in my hand and widened in shock.

Without thinking, i crouched and threw my shoulders into the man’s abdomen. it must 
have been my adrenaline that made him so easy to move. he felt feather light as i shoved him 
out of the bathroom and deposited him on the floor of my bedroom. i made a beeline for the 

No one knew what 
happened to the 
contaminates.

Contaminated
	 	 	 Chapter	One:	The Unexpected
      Kelli Anderson
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stairs, not pausing to see if the intruder was following. The foyer was pitch-black, except for 
the red lasers which shouldn’t have been coming through the side windows by my front door. 
i quickly pivoted around the end of the banister and headed for the back door through my 
living room, also streaked with red laser beams. i jumped and rolled over the couch, gained 
my footing again, and slammed through the closed french doors into another solid body. This 
one was feather light too, and i easily crushed him into the old pine tree in my back yard. The 
tree cracked as if lightning had struck it.

i knew the couple in the house behind me hadn’t separated their front yard with a gate, so 
i headed in their direction. i sped to the five-foot fence cutting off our properties and scaled it 
easily. i heard shouts behind me, but focused on my escape. i wasn’t entirely sure who or what 
i was running from, but if they were taking me with animal tranquilizers, it was best not to 
ask. i ran around the house to the street. The night had to be freezing since snow covered the 
pavement and lawns; strangely, my bare feet didn’t register the temperature.

i ran up the street, not knowing where to go. i guessed this meant my test came up posi-
tive. i made it to the street corner and paused, looking left and right. Where could i go? i 
didn’t know who to trust, and i didn’t want to put any of my friends in danger. An sUV broke 
into view, lights blazing, with the back end fishtailing on the ice. it screeched to a halt right in 
front of me.

Three men in bulky black jumped out of the back, guns raised. My whole body prickled 
with that tingly feeling now. They ran forward, circling around me.

“Get down! Get down!” three hostile voices bellowed at me in unison. i was stunned that 
these people would go to such great lengths to take me. Creeping into my house as if i’m Pablo 
freaking escobar. What the hell. if they wanted to fight dirty, i did too.

i slid down to one leg and let the other swing out, twirling on my butt like a break-dancer. 
i felt two sets of legs buckle under mine, and with hard clunking sounds, the bodies hit the 
hard-packed snow. i lost momentum and fell short right in front of the third man, my foot 
poised in front of him. he chuckled menacingly and pointed his gun at me in a gesture that 
clearly said, “You’re screwed; put the leg down.” i gave him a sheepish grin, lowered my foot to 
the level of his groin, and kicked out as hard as i could. he crumpled like a sand castle at high tide.

i blew my recent conquest a kiss and hopped to my feet. in the blur of the battle, i hadn’t 
realized what was going on around me. i felt my heart sink to my stomach. There was a second 
sUV with no fewer than eight soldiers standing beside it, and the first vehicle had two more. i 
was not going to be able to take all of these guys.

“Put your hands on your head,” one of the voices ordered. six of the black-clad figures 
walked towards me. for the first time, fear stole over me.

i placed my hands on my head as something over one of the men’s shoulders caught my 
eye. A dark shape moved toward us with alarming speed. At first, i thought it was a vehicle 
with its lights off. As it came closer, it took the shape of a very large fir tree. i dropped to the 
icy ground and flattened myself as well as i could. A nasty cracking sound filled the air as the 
tree collided with the masked men. The sound of more people shouting came from beside the 
sUVs. The frosty earth shook under my body. At first, the shouting was angry; very quickly it 
turned terrified.

i peeked through my arms to see a fissure forming around the sUVs and the trapped 
soldiers. My eyes were hypnotized as the break grew bigger, and the vehicles and its occupants 
disappeared into a crater. A small car with paint missing from the hood squealed to a stop in 
front of me. i hadn’t noticed it because it was covered in snow, except for the place covering 
the hot engine.

The back passenger door swung open, and without thinking about it, i jumped in. it was 
probably the stupidest split decision i’d ever made, but as i settled myself into the back seat, it 
felt completely right. i fought the urge to scream out the window, “Viva la resistance!” as the car 
pulled away from the scene. 

Let me share with you my secrets, the ones not important enough to say aloud.

You’re my perfect little imperfection.

Your dark life, the one you keep behind closed doors, intrigues me.

Closed doors not locked ones.
I could enter if I wished, but I do not, for I am afraid of what I would find. 

“Crazy.”
Your new name’s Crazy. Isn’t that nice?

Apparently I’ve been around a lot of Crazy over the years.

Did you know that?

I think I love Crazy.
Not you, just the attribute.
I am so attracted to it. This is all very odd.

But Crazy is always very nice to me. That would be you.

Maybe that’s why I love Crazy the attribute.

Crazy sure does know how to find me.

She has been Pagan twice, Christian twice and atheist three times.

Somehow Crazy always finds me.
Whether I hide from her or not, I’m glad.

Crazy, I find, is intriguing. She always knows what to say.

And by god, Crazy is a goddamn GOOD kisser.

Crazy has been bisexual six times and straight once.

Oh well.
At least Crazy thinks me a good lover.

I wonder if Crazy misses my passion. 

      Maybe.

Tomorrow Is Just An Excuse Away
Anthony Michael Criado

      

Crazy hated herself.Crazy has always had low self-esteem.I have dated Crazy seven times.I fell in Like with Crazy six times.I fell in Lust with Crazy three times.I fell in Love with Crazy once.I find the last time hurt me the most.
Crazy sure has a way of crushing me and yet leaving me yearning for more.Crazy is the only one who ever really knew meAnd this made me both happy and frightened.

It was all very exciting.
I expressed my love in many different ways to Crazy.Crazy told me tomorrow is just an excuse away.Crazy can be wild when roused.Crazy was once disgusted with her.Crazy was once masochistic.Crazy loved another three times and loved me only once.

I don’t think I can live without Crazy.
Crazy shows me the creative side to life, of the obstacles I can meet when I walk without a smile on my face.

Crazy shows me the beauty of the trees in a frostbitten morning and the cool tones of a soft minor scale.Crazy brings me to the fringes of my consciousness and the depths of my intellect.Crazy has been my friend, my lover and my family.Crazy is here for me always.
For us, this is the way it was meant to be.

For us in this world, these lives, these social, political, spiritual, and emotional connections. Our minds have 
intertwined all these things together, telling us that this is how it should always and will always be

For Crazy and me.
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This is from a series of portraits of people in my life, meant to represent 
who they are beyond physical appearance. My intent was to portray the 
inner workings of Ben and how I see him, through a variety of images.

Kelly Keigwin  
Ben  

Mixed Media on plexi-glass

Sheila Rae Henrikson 
Sheila 

Jewlery on Wood

I chose to create this because I am a jewel in every way.  I wanted to 
show a side profile of myself with my cheeks nice, round, and big.

Bryn Swain 
Blackened Flower 

Brass

It’s always interesting 
to make items based on 
nature, but out of 
materials in which 
they would never 
naturally appear. The 
brass flower was a 
project that explored 
just how frustrating, 
tricky, exhausting, and 
complicated delicate work 
can be.  

Michael Gay 
left Antiquity in Silver 

right Silver Dreams
Sterling Silver

I created these works 
as homage to my Celtic 
heritage. In Antiquity	
in	Sterling, I use the 
contrast between sterling 
silver and antique patina 
to represent the transition 
of cultural beliefs from 
something bright with 
fresh hope to a system 
that is dull and gray 
from disuse. Silver	
Dreams is its feminine 
companion piece; they 
balance each other.
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Tom salvadore paced his office. he walked the ten feet from 
the door to the west wall, made entirely of windows, then 

back to the cheap mahogany-grained door, squeezing past his 
dark, richly stained mahogany desk. each time he passed the 
desk, he glared at the phone, willing it to ring. his face betrayed 
his impatience, and each time he began a fresh circuit, he made 
an abrupt and jerky movement, like an undisciplined soldier 
practicing his marching, placing one foot directly behind the 
other and unsteadily turning around.

he glanced around at the walls, thinking to himself, not for 
the first time, that their light beige color was intolerable. his 
orderly desk, slim computer monitor, and classic green-shaded 
desk lamp, as well as the small bar disguised as an early twen-
tieth century globe, his tall, forest-green velvet desk chair, and 
the two comfortable, straight-backed, black-leather armchairs 
which stood against the wall facing his imposing desk all looked 
out of place in the otherwise plain office. The walls were beige, 
the carpet sandy, and his efforts to color the room with prints 
of several of Monet’s lily paintings simply could not counter the 
drab appearance of the ten-by-ten space. Tom grunted in frustra-
tion and tripped past his desk again, still glaring at the phone.

Tom’s coworkers would describe him as a quiet man, a man 
who kept to himself, a man generally considered asocial, but 
somehow still well liked. he knew how to flatter people, and it 
seemed to even his most critical bosses and most jealous lackeys 
that his ability to wheedle and connive was completely natural, 
never insincere. he remembered details of everyone’s lives, 
their latest projects or hobbies, and whatever they did in their 
off-time. he had a special affinity for remembering their families, 
spouses, children, even the household mutt, and frequently asked 
about their health and most recent refrigerator-worthy events.

in fact, nearly all would admit, if only to themselves, that 
they wanted to be like Tom salvadore. he had received more 
promotions and pay-grade raises in the last three years than 
many of them had earned in fifteen years with the company. A 
twinge of jealousy towards Tom ran through the hearts of many 
a man, woman, and intern who worked with Jears-Pourbauch.

Tom turned to pace the room yet again, his gait uneven and 
unsteady. While he waited impatiently, he reflected. he was 
not an oblivious man and knew this was his greatest asset, as it 

By Marissa Hopkins
Jaded

helped him notice and remember every detail about a person: 
the layout of the office, the favorite suit cut, which colors the 
person looked good wearing, which colors the person believed 
he or she looked good wearing, and how each one’s facial ex-
pressions played out in different situations. it was his uncanny 
eye for detail which had propelled him to the position as Junior 
Vice President of Marketing at the largest department store in 
North America and europe. it was that same eye for detail that 
made him notice his immediate superior, the VP of Marketing, 
received a corner office.

More than anything in the world, Tom wanted a corner of-
fice, and the position, power, and money that came with it. his 
thoughts flitted to a face involuntarily recalled by memory, and 
he admitted to himself there was one thing he wanted more 
than a corner office, but he quickly shoved the face and thought 
aside and focused once more on his pacing. he stopped briefly 
at the window and admired the view from the forty-eighth 
floor. he thought to himself that he should look out the wall of 
windows more often. it reminded him how far he had climbed 
to reach his current status. even though Jears-Pourbauch 
was located at the center of Downtown Manhattan island in 
the pristinely white, cathedral-like building which formerly 
housed Woolworth, the view of the city was spectacular. Tom 
could see success everywhere he looked, and he loved the feel-
ing he was intrinsically involved in it.

Tom turned from the window and took up his pacing once 
again. he paused at the door and wondered if he should walk 
out to the reception area before his office to check if his secre-
tary was actually working. he recently found that she enjoyed 
filing her nails more than answering and transferring his calls. 
Perhaps that was why the phone had not rung twenty minutes 
ago, when it was supposed to. he decided to give it another five 
minutes before storming to her desk and demanding to know 
why she was not taking his calls. he could use the callbox on his 
desk, but it would be much more effective to speak with her in 
person, towering over her while she cowered at her small desk. 
Tom turned from the door, smiling smugly, and resumed his 
pacing, willing the five minutes to pass quickly.

The phone rang.
Tom eagerly jumped for it, bruising his knee on the near-

est of the leather armchairs in his effort to reach his desk. he 

suffered a brief moment of disappointment as he realized this 
meant he could not justify reprimanding his secretary, but the 
phone call was considerably more important. he stood on the 
wrong side of the desk, facing his window, and took a moment 
to compose himself before picking up the receiver.

“You’re late,” he hissed.
“i’m sorry?” The feminine voice on the line sounded dis-

tinctly annoyed.
Tom’s face reddened, and he was very relieved no one was 

in his office to see him cowed by his mother. he apologized pro-
fusely and tried to explain he was waiting for a phone call and 
simply did not have the time to speak with her at the moment. 
When she spoke again, her voice was even more annoyed, now 
growing angry.

“i have come to accept that you will never again have time 
for your family.” she paused, daring him to argue.

he knew it was an argument he could never win, so he 
merely waited for her to continue.

“But i thought you would at least like to know that your fa-
ther, the man who raised you, who took time off work to attend 
your football games, the man who scrimped and saved to ensure 
his son was the first salvadore to attend college, the man who 
has only ever looked to your welfare and never his own–”

Tom rolled his eyes. he had heard this speech before. it was 
an attempt to force him to come home for holidays, birthdays, 
and anniversaries. he never fell for it, so he wondered why his 
mother would bring it up in the middle of July, with no holidays 
immediately pending. he diverted his attention back to her 
voice on the phone.

“...that man is dying.”
she paused to allow the effect of those words to sink in.
he remained speechless.
“Don’t you have anything to say? i said your father is dying. 

he’s had a heart attack.”
Tom didn’t have time for this. Questions flitted through 

his mind which needed answering, but at any moment, the call 
that would once more propel his career could come through.

“Okay, Mama, this is difficult. i’m waiting for an important 
call, so can we quickly cover the basics and i’ll call you back 
when i get home tonight?”

“i would expect nothing more of you, Dear.”
he cringed at her sarcastic expectation, but nonetheless 

continued. “surgery?”
she quickly explained that, had he actually called or visited 

the family every so often, he would know this was his father’s 
third heart attack. They had already paid for one triple bypass, 
could not afford another, and the only real way to solve the 
problem was to get a completely new heart.

“Okay. so what about expenses?”
she waited a beat, and when she spoke, her voice had ob-

tained a dangerous edge. “What do you mean?”
he plowed on despite the warning of imminent danger. “i 

mean, how are you paying for this? Can i help?”
her voice grew cold enough that even through the phone, 

he could feel her icy stare. his skin crawled with goose bumps 
and the hairs on his neck all stood on end.

You know very well that we would never, never ever take a 
cent from you–”

he tried to cut her off, to explain that he was just trying 
to help, but she was on a righteous rampage and would not be 
thwarted.

“Your father and i sacrificed everything for you. every-
thing. And what did you do? You moved to New York, joined 
the ranks of the corporate lackeys, and barely spoke with us for 
five years. how are we to react to that? And now, all of a sudden, 
you think you can help us? i didn’t even want to call you. Your 
sister talked me into it. she thought you should at least know 
what was happening. so now you know, and do whatever you 
will with that knowledge. Goodbye, Tommaso.”

“i love yo–”
The dial tone erupted on the line. That was all right, 

though. she would have thought him insincere, anyways.
Tom slowly replaced the phone on the cradle, then walked 

around his desk and slumped into his comfortable, looming, 
green velvet chair. he swiveled it around to face the window, 
rolled it close enough that his knees touched the glass, leaned 
back slightly, and sighed.

Tom’s family would never understand why he had cut him-
self off from them. They didn’t know about Lisa and how close 
he came to making her his wife. Or how she had changed him, 
beginning his disconnection from his once-important family. 
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An image of her face flashed before him for the second time that 
day, and he almost lost his composure. he forced the memory 
from his mind and laughed bitterly to himself. They had never 
bothered to ask what happened.

his bitter sadness turned to anger. They never cared, after 
all. All they wanted was a slice of his success, association with 
his achievements. They only wanted him back in the family 
fold so they could take advantage of what he had obtained. he 
would never go back.

The phone rang.
Tom shook himself from his reminiscent stupor. he quickly 

swiveled his chair around and rolled it up to his desk. he placed 
his left hand on the phone, took a deep breath, then lifted the 
receiver.

“This is Mr. salvadore.”
This time, the voice on the other end ignored Tom’s impa-

tient tone. This was the call Tom had been waiting for all morn-
ing, the call for which he had refused lunch and an opportunity 
to establish more credibility with several other Junior VP’s, the 
call which would put him on an even faster track to higher lev-

els in the company. in Tom’s mind, destiny was on the phone, 
calling merely to remind him that his success would continue to 
increase until his dying day.

in reality, the man on the line was the chief bartender at a 
classy club just down the street on Broadway, which catered to 
high-end CeOs and other ViPs in the business world. The place 
was well-known for the high regard in which it held its clients, 
and for the discretion it employed to maintain their privacy.

Two years ago when he was still just a sales executive, how-
ever, Tom had used his influence to establish a relationship with 
the chief bartender. The bartender was having marital issues 
and wanted to plan a romantic getaway with his wife, as well as 
give her a nice piece of jewelry to show her she was appreciated. 
Tom helped him find a beautiful, private, yet affordable, lodge 
in Vermont and used his sales influence to sell the bartender an 
emerald ring at a hugely discounted price. The barkeep was now 
happy to do anything to help Tom out and had come through 
with valuable information on more than one occasion.

During this particular conversation, Tom was to receive 
the name of the girl his immediate boss, the VP of Marketing, 
picked up last weekend. Tom had followed him to the club, 
watched him become smashed, and then ask home the pretty 
girl sitting at his table to mooch drinks. Tom knew from similar 
spying escapades and questioning that the man had a history of 
being rough with the women he took home, and he hoped this 
would be the girl with whom the VP had gone too far, the girl 
who would help Tom remove him from his position.

This was not the first time Tom had practiced this highly 
polished maneuver. Tom would dig up dirt of one kind or an-
other– sexual abuse, homosexual behavior by married men, 
extortion, embezzlement, tax evasion, whatever he could– and 
report to the public relations office that he would expose the 
employee if he was not immediately dismissed. he had once 
considered blackmail, but preferred this method because he 
could call from a payphone and remain anonymous. he would 
then make sure he was in a position to come to the rescue of the 
department in question, stepping into the available position. Of 
course, he frequently did the same for many who were not im-
mediately above him, just to ensure it would never look suspi-
cious that he was always there to save the day.

sure enough, the bartender came through. he had obtained 
not only the name of the girl in question, but also her phone 
number. Tom picked up the fountain pen lying to his immedi-
ate right and wrote each bit of information on a notepad atop 
his desk directly in front of him. he smiled for the first time all 
afternoon, a smile which had the same self-satisfied quality of 
the Cheshire Cat. he thanked the bartender, said he would be 
sure to send him a necklace to match the emerald ring, conge-

nially beat down the weak protests which greeted that procla-
mation, and replaced the phone on the cradle.

it was all Tom could do to keep from leaping out of his chair 
and jumping up and down like a little boy who had received 
everything he wanted for Christmas. instead, he nestled deeper 
into his chair as his Cheshire smile grew into an ear-to-ear 
grin. he reminded himself that all was not won yet. he needed 
to speak with the young lady in question before he could take 
any other action. he picked up the phone and pressed the call 
button.

his secretary responded immediately with a crisp, “Yes, Mr. 
salvadore?”

he told her to hold all his calls and messages until later that 
afternoon. he was not to be bothered until he returned to the 
office from lunch. The secretary acknowledged her task, and he 
closed the line.

he picked up the phone and pushed star-six-seven to hide 
the number of origin. Then he dialed the number the bartender 
had provided, his grin firmly in place. it rang once. The promo-
tion was in the bag. it rang a second time. his grin faded to a 
smile. it rang a third time. The smile became a thin-lipped sym-
bol of frustration. At the fourth ring, Tom picked up his shiny 
black fountain pen and wound up flinging it across the room. 
he cared not one iota if the black ink spread down the wall or 
through the carpet. it was the cleaning people’s job to take care 
of that. But just as he was about to throw his arm forward and 
make the inevitable toss, the phone quit ringing

“hello?”

This was what he had been waiting for, his moment of 
truth. Tom could sweet-talk anyone, in person, over the phone, 
via the internet, in any venue. he told the woman his name was 
unimportant, but, if she were interested, he could help her land 
some money. she was interested. he asked her several leading 
questions about the events of last friday night. Who was she 
with? how many drinks had she ordered? Where did she go? 
Then he asked her more difficult questions to describe the gen-
eral vicinity of the apartment and on what floor it was located. 
so far, all of his questions hit pay dirt. No question this was the 
girl who slept with his boss last weekend.

finally, came the most difficult questions of all. it took some 
coaxing for her to open up to him further, but Tom finally made 
her understand that only if she answered his last few 
questions could he help her gain a sizable wind-
fall. he asked her, with no sugar coating or 
preamble, about the sex. she skirted the 
question. he sensed embarrassment 
and quickly changed tactics.

“Did he hurt you? Are you all 
right?” he purposefully betrayed a 
sense of concern in his voice.

she finally admitted she most 
certainly was not all right. she 
was bruised all over her body, still 
had a black eye, somehow had le-
sions on her wrists and ankles, and 
was scratched all over her arms and 
thighs. even some soft tissues were sore 
and bruised.

Tom had struck gold. his head swam with 
the wonderful glory of it.

“Okay, i want you to take pictures of every bruise you 
have. Better yet, if you have a close friend, have that person 
do it so you have a witness. Go to your doctor and get yourself 
checked out. if you need help paying the bill, contact me at my 
email address, salty at Yahoo dot com, and i’ll make sure it’s 
taken care of.”

she broke down completely, managing to choke out 
through her tears, “Thank you for your kindness. i was so 
scared. i’ve never been date-raped before. i didn’t know what to 
do, who to talk to, or how to fix it.”

Tom shuddered. The girls had never reacted like this. she 
needed him to be human, sympathetic. she certainly had struck a 
chord somewhere deep within him. But he could not attach him-
self to the situation. That would be a horrible mistake. he gave her 
the number for the company’s public relations office and told her 
to call it at precisely 3:00 p.m. Then, he cordially said good-bye, re-
minded her of the e-mail address he’d given her, one reserved for 
just such an occasion and terminated the conversation.

When Tom replaced the phone on the cradle yet again, he 
could no longer muster his initial joy. This woman had lived 
through a traumatic experience, and he was ashamed of his 

former reaction. he wondered briefly if he should call her back 
and tell her it had all been a joke, a dream, that he could not 
fix everything, would not help her blackmail his boss; he’d 
meant for her to call the cops instead. But the image of another 
girl, another face, his Lisa, floated before his vision, quickly 
followed by the thought of his own corner office. he would go 
through with the plan. he always went through with the plan.

Tom rose from his comfortable chair. he preferred velvet 
because it would not squeak every time he shifted his weight 
or re-situated himself. he briefly touched the mouse on his far 
right to check that his computer was locked down then strode 
from his lavish desk toward the company’s cheap door. A spring 

infiltrated his step, and he whistled tunelessly.
he entered the reception area, bid his secretary 

a good afternoon, and told her he was going 
for lunch and should be back in about an 

hour. Tom went through a glass door 
and strode down the wide hall toward 

the elevator. Once on the elevator, 
he checked his watch. Two-fifteen. 
Perfect. he rode to the lobby, cheer-
ily greeted everyone he knew, joked 
for a minute with the officer at the 
security desk, then left the building 

via the grand double doors facing 
Broadway Avenue.

Tom took a left turn, deeper into 
downtown, and crossed a few streets be-

fore arriving at a payphone. he stepped into 
the phone booth and paused briefly. he thought 

about what he was going to do, wondering if perhaps 
he should report this to the police instead. it was a case of rape, 
after all, and the end result would be the same. he would still 
get the job, unless the police discovered who tipped them off. 
The CeOs would not like that. Lying was never his strong suit. 
he knew he could never deny that he was the one who orches-
trated the entire coupe.

Just as he was about to dial 911 to report the crime, the beau-
tiful face of Lisa once again appeared in his memory. he dialed 
a nine.

he hung up.
indecision wracked his guilty conscience and flooded what 

was left of his heart. he continued to think about Lisa.
he picked up the phone again. he dialed. The phone rang. 

Bitterly, he remembered Lisa’s betrayal. it rang again. he 
thought of the ring she wore– the large diamond and twenty-
four carat band the other man had given her. it rang once more. 
he thought of the way his name, his full name, sounded from 
her lips.

“Public Relations, how may i direct your call?”
The promotion was in the bag.

In Tom’s mind, destiny was on the phone, calling 
merely to remind him that his success would 

continue to increase until his dying day.
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I am a big fan of the architectural attributes of the six buildings I 
put together in this piece. Layered in the image are elements of Art 
Deco, Art Nouveau, Baroque, New Roman Gothic, Greek, and 
Victorian architecture.

Anthony Michael Criado
Structure Concept #5

Ink on Paper

The creation of this work involved the architecture of multiple 
buildings. I wanted this piece to convey the sense of wonder and 
majesty I get when I look at these buildings. I also wanted it to be 
a form of praise for the beauty I see in them.

TraciAnne Atkinson 
Temple 

Ink on Paper

123 Phoenix   

Throated Heart
 By Anthony Michael Criado

Pent-up teenage angst,
this ambiguity. 
I am just a fleeting sliver of hope. 
Help me not; I am free. 
Triangles and triads, 
These love circles and melodies. 
Musicality clashes with childhood romance.
 
Anthems of our lives, stories of our fathers.
Stories of our lives, anthems for our fathers. 
Selectively remembering the pain, and consciously saying the same. 
This letter will stay the same as it ever did, 
never changing from what it ever was.
 
My nouns and adverbs
Tumbling from my dry, cracked lips 
Spoken softly for your ear alone. 
Night and day, mumbling little truths across miles of phone lines. 
Tales of leaving friends 
Stories of coming fun
 
Days of lights-off darkness
Nights of homespun laughter. 
These trickling globule emotional nuances. 
These suspended, thin-wire actions. 
Acrobatics in the sky 
above our heads but only in our minds.
 
The touch I think is forbidden.
My hand is close to yours. 
 
These are simple phrases
Meant to speak volumes. 
 

My tongue is dry.
My lips chapped. 

My stomach cold 
and my heart weak
 

You reach for my fingers.
They touch and my toes curl. 

The glee mocks me. 
For there is the fear 

Of possibilities 
Of failure 

Or success.
 

This is not a love letter.
 
Merely the Cliff Notes to my heart.
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In this piece, I intended to convey confusion, with a young child dressed in an older 
gentleman’s wardrobe. I definitely set out to make people smile. Looking through the 
viewfinder inspires me, and others’ reaction to my work is one of my favorite rewards 
for creating.  

Samantha A. Martin
Time Warp

Silver Gelatin Prints, Two of Six in a Series

Bobby Jo Mitzel 
Bus 184 

Photography

I wanted to capture a typical scene 
in my neighborhood and show what 
a little slice of my world looks like.  
I like that this shows a conscious 
decision to educate oneself– the first 
step is to get on the bus.  

Hilliary Rose Dawson 
Ashes, Ashes  

Silver Gelatin Print

I created this because there had been a 
fire and the smoky atmosphere looked 
cool.  I wanted to convey the fiery 
shadows in black and white.  

Chris Bleasdell 
12:17a.m.  

Digital Photography

I took this while doing a project on the food carts in downtown Portland. I 
wanted the series to have a family element to it, so I tried to go around lunch 
time when most of the families would eat at the carts.  I also wanted to show 
that food carts have become a respectable and popular place to eat.  
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Life’s Meaning         pg. 6
Kayla Long
I wrote this poem in response to reading the Book	of	Ecclesiastes. I hope to inspire my readers to ask, once all is said 
and done, will I look back on my life with regret or joy?  A major part of what inspires me to write is my faith in Jesus 
Christ. I also write for the fun of it, or to express my feelings.

Inspiration         pg. 7
Ben Serna-Grey
I don’t ever really set out with a reason to write. I write when the inspiration comes to me. Not everything inspiring has an 
overtly good root to it. How I handle some things can make them as strengthening an experience as others. I’ve been writing 
since a young age. I plan to attend the UNLV where my declared majors will be music performance and creative writing.

Ben          pg. 14
Stephanie Fuller
I wanted to practice different literary styles, so I created a story more depressing than my usual writings. I try to convey 
that things are not always as they seem. Music and books always inspire me to write. I hope that one day I can teach an 
English class, and I will write on the side, even if my work is never published.

To Be Found         pg. 24
Nicole Stanley
This work started from a simple picture of a church hanging over a waterfall, and I chose to use that as the setting for this 
novel. As I worked, the characters and their history fell in to place aroun it, and Chapter Two came to life. The Druids in 
this novel are mysterious and wise, but the Druid here is the most clumsy, caring, powerful, and strange of them. I created 
him that way because an imperfect character is a perfect character with whom we connect. My inspiration comes mostly 
from pictures. I spend my free time cruising inspiring pictures on the internet and, when I find one, its story unfolds in my 
mind. I plan to publish but, first, I have to complete one of the novels spinning in my head.

The Day the Computer Became Sentient      pg. 40
Phillip Englund
The genesis of this piece occurred while I reflected on peoples’ need for purpose and their efforts to make something of them-
selves. I thought how hard it would be to distinguish oneself if one were cloned. The computer’s sentience make my hero’s 
quest for individuality that much more frustrating, but it got me wondering what the computer would do after it became 
self-aware. The think took on a life of its own, and a small joke turned into the crux of my tale. I write because I was 
meant to. Stories leap into my head, and there’s no rest until they come out. I’ve always written and shall continue.

Dearest Mr. London        pg. 48
Jordan Frasier
I created a personal corrspondence intercepted while in transit to the receiver. Writer and receiver already know the specific 
details, and while this causes the reader to feel excluded, it also provides an opportunity to imagine and hypothesize. I am 
inspired by information. I write so that people might think about something they haven’t thought of before, see something 
differently, or feel something completely new.

Under Loose Floorboards       pg. 58
Marysa McKay
I created this work to explore violence in a fictional workplace from the perpetrator’s perspective and to explore loneliness 
and the impact it can have on a human life. I try to convey the perpetrator as the victim of both circumstance and herself. 
My smallest observation is prone to lead me into a world I didn’t know existed. I write because stories often come to me 
unbidden, and their magic romances me into capturing their essence in words.

The Tulips Smell Like Week Old Meat      pg. 50
Vannessa McClelland
I wanted to show that life isn’t fair, and that we find it easier to blind ourselves with a veneer of what we wanted instead 
of seeing what is really there. We allow ourselves to be taken advantage of with the promise of a complacent life. Every-
thing inspires me to write. I write daily, and I hope to publish my novels.

Figure 8 To Progress        pg. 34
Christopher S. Williams
Having just finished reading a Robert Lowell poem, I gazed outside, and all of a sudden, a years’s worth of thoughts har-
moniously fit together in a flash of inspiration. To me, writing is a way to communicate with myself throughout time as my 
mind matures in character. It is my outlet for self-expression and the template for how I understand the world.

Valueless         pg. 51
Kari Hotchkiss
Valueless started out as a response to my professor’s prompt to write a poem about a penny, but it turned into a com-
mentary on the state of our country. I intended to convey some of the thoughts and political opinions of many Americans, 
with a twist on how I see the world. I wrote it to offer a different perspective and to inspire people to think. I plan to pur-
sue a Bachelor of Arts in either photography or creative writing, and I would like to be a poet and author someday.

A Man’s Nonexistent Humility       pg. 90
Afton Fuller
I created this story for Fiction Writing, but I wrote it this way to experiment with different points of view and abstract 
settings. I intend readers to think about not taking relationships for granted and to see how meaning ful are the little things 
in life. The invisible world of people’s thoughts, the small things, and the secret lives we live in our heads inspire me to 
write. The beauty I see around me, even in the ordinary things.

Tomorrow is Just an Excuse Away                    pg. 113
Anthony Criado
A few women in my life inspired me to write this poem. Even though I know I end up in potentially awful situations, I 
don’t care. I’ve enjoyed writing, but I do it for me and no one else. Someday I might want to write a poetry book, but that’s 
up for the future to decide.

Routine                        pg. 102
Jessica Astle
This story is based on one of the most vivid dreams I have ever experienced. It made such an impact that I created an en-
tire novel around the ideas and impressions with which I was left. I want to give readers a very strong impression of just 
how beaten-down and traumatized this poor little boy is. I tried to convey his physical feelings and thoughts to put readers 
in his position. I draw on the emotions and thoughts I’ve had during difficult parts of my life, as well as the joyous ones. I 
plan to become a published young adult novelist as well as a book editor for novels.

A Thousand Miles        pg. 94
Bobbie Joe Mitzel
I created this work because I wanted to explore an experimental way of telling a story. I hoped to convey the same emotions 
in a new way. No matter what troubles come these characters’ way, the two need one another above all else. I want others 
to feel what I’m feeling and perhaps gain a new perspective on things they never considered before. I hope to improve my 
work so I’m able to compose writing for publication.

Ripped Apart         pg. 74
Erik Hansen
The way I perceive modern day love inspired me to write this novel. My two protagonists develop a bond I want to share 
with the reader. These days, love in fiction seems too formulaic, and the unique way my main characters interact disre-
gards that formula. While I hope the best of success with this piece, it’s most important to me it achieves physical existence 
outside of my mind.

Sin          pg. 64
Kirby Light, Jr.
This is simply genre fiction. It’s meant to entertain. I tried to write in a the style of H.P. Lovecraft, and much of the story 
is a reference to Dante’s Inferno. I intend to take some time off from college after I finish Clark to work on writing. I 
have the start of a novel, and I’m working on several short stories.

Standing There         pg. 68
Nicole Hazen
I wrote this poem because it expressed how I felt at the time. Life sometimes feels as if we are fighting with our personal 
demons instead of getting along with ourselves. Everyone has been there at some point in time. I enjoy being creative, and 
writing short poems allows me to do so. I will continue to write, but it will be mostly a creative hobby.

Contaminated                       pg. 110
Kelli Anderson
I’ve always wanted to try my hand at a superhero-themed story because I thought it would be a huge challenge.I’m finding 
I can intertwine very real issues into my fiction. Incorporating racism, budget living and government screw-ups makes this 
piece seem almost like a real occurence. I wanted people to think that this was entirely possible in the real world. I hope to 
finish this novel and get it published in the future.

Jaded                        pg. 116
Marissa Hopkins
Originally, Tom began as a character sketch to fulfill and assignment for my Fiction Writing class. The assignment was 
to create a charactor as opposite myself as I could imagine. During the course of his creation, I came both to love and to 
loathe Tom, in large part because I had to make him more like myself in order to make him more unlike myself. Writing is  
mostly therapeutic for me. It helps me sort ourt my own head and the goings-on in the world. It also helps me share a little 
of that bit of me that’s locked away where most people can’t reach it.

Throated Heart                       pg. 123
Anthony Criado
I created this to portray that feeling when one falls for another. Often, the little nuances I see repeat around me. An exam-
ple woudl be something often overlooked, but crucially important to the way we humans live and to how we survive. I’ve 
always enjoyed writing, but I do it only for myself. I might want to write a poetry book someday.



 

I wanted to make a picture that was abstract and expressed fall colors, so I took a previous picture, broke up the shapes 
I saw, then I pieced it all together. A major inspiration for me is color. I love that there are countless different colors and 
that I can use color to express many different emotions.

Jessica Vianna Tellegen 
Spring in Fall 

Acrylic
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Townsend, Curtis Everett Living Hell 
Townsend, Curtis Everett Christ Holding Man
Two-Dimensional Design, Road Signs
Unterwegner, Olin Thor The Layover
Vacca, Amalia R. Sledging
Vacca, Amalia R. Need Money 4 Karate
Vivian, Katelyn Mexican Sunset
Wagner, Chris S. Pacific Tree Frog
Waters, Emily Fireworks
Wickersham, Kaitlynn One of  Me
Wickersham, Kaitlynn Indian Temple Horse
Willard, Alyssa Rain Drop
Willard, Alyssa Step’n Out
Williams, Christopher S. Figure 8 to Progress
Wright, Carol Red, White & Blue
Wyckoff, Isaiah B. Remembrance
Wyckoff, Isaiah B. Sheltered From the Pain
Zuaro, Eric Lone Through Fire

Adent, Michael Evan There Was A Boy 
Appel, Amanda J. Whale Sculpture
Alexander, Roman Niche
Anderson, Kelli Contaminated
Andrews, Adam Red Robot
Apling, Kelsay J. Gracie 
Apling, Kelsay J. Life and Death
Astle, Jessica Bad Fashion
Astle, Jessica Niyati: Routine
Astle, Jessica Seeing Red
Atkinson, TraciAnne Temple
Baghdanov, Anne Beach
Baghdanov, Anne Foggy Beach
Baghdanov, Anne Voices of  the Void
Black, Janie Sound
Bleasdell, Chris 12:17 a.m.
Brewer, Kylee L. Five Roses
Brewer, Kylee L. Weeping Tree
Brouwer, Ryan I, Reflect
Brouwer, Ryan You Look How I Feel
Carson, Audrey A. Deep
Carson, Audrey A. Le Luna
Carson, Audrey A. Portrait
Casey, Tanner TT Searchlight
Chastain, Kelly M. Bad Manikins
Criado, Anthony M. Structure Concept #5 
Criado, Anthony M. Throated Heart
Criado, Anthony M. Tomorrow is Just an Excuse Away
Cowles, Nathan Umbrella Tree
Cruz, Jon T. Andy’s Haus
Cruz, Jon T. Saturday Market
Curl, Jason S. Cricket Waits
Curl, Jason S. Uncle Eerie
Curl, Jason S. Waiting
Daugherty, Melinda Murder Victim
Dawson, Hilliary Rose Alice
Dawson, Hilliary Rose Ashes, Ashes
Dawson, Hilliary Rose Sunken Treasure
Dawson, Hilliary Rose Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Bat
Deal, Amanda Lynn Earth, Wind, Water, Fire, Tea
Deal, Amanda Lynn Love Lives; Life Decays
Duke, Tori What It Takes to Get Lost in a Book
Eagon, Christine Vancouver Dada 2009
Ellis, Ariona N. I See Spots
Englund, Phillip The Day the Computer Became Sentient
Eoff, Riley Two Brothers
Eoff, Riley Wind Dancer
Fraiser, Jordan Dearest Mr. London       
Fullmer, Afton A Man’s Nonexistent Humility
Fullmer, Stephanie Ben
Gagner, Craig W. Cape Disappointment
Gay, Michael Antiquity in Silver
Gay, Michael Silver Dreams   
Gibson, Deanne M. Michiru
Hansen, Erik Burnt Earth: Ripped Apart
Hazen, Nicole Standing There
Henrikson, Sheila Rae Sheila
Hopkins, Marissa Jaded
Hoppe, Heather Horizontal Plain of  View
Hoppe, Heather Vacant
Hoppe, Heather Incandescent Memory
Hotchkiss, Kari Valueless
Jans, Andrew W. House of  God
Jans, Andrew W. Riven
Jans, Andrew W. Sunrise on the Mountain
Jeffers, Andrew Cole No More
Jones, Jordan Fallen Horses 
Jones, Jordan Magical Cyanotype
Kessler, Doug Three Oranges
Keigwin, Kelly All of  Me 
Keigwin, Kelly Ben
Keigwin, Kelly Mary Had A Little Lamb 
Keigwin, Kelly Trashman
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